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Acoustic communication in frogs is an important model system for the study of

behavioral evolution in vertebrates. This study aimed to extend the current model on the

mechanism of calling in frogs in order to strengthen the bridge between behavioral and

physiological knowledge in the field. The limits and tradeoffs of sound production by the

passive larynx were examined with artificial laryngeal activation, the pressure-volume

relations of the vocal sac and the lungs were determined by inflation, and a comparison of

acoustic output was made through laryngeal activation between calling with the mouth

open or the mouth closed. The pressure differential across the passive larynx of the four

species in this study showed a positive linear correlation with sound amplitude, frequency
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and airflow. The species examined maximize the intensity of their advertisement calls at

the potential cost of producing high frequency calls. These findings indicate that the

frequency structure of treefrog advertisement calls might be constrained by the structure

of the larynx and selection for producing intense calls. During inflation, air pressure in

the vocal sac and in the lungs had a negligible increase at low volumes, and increased

exponentially otherwise. Pressure-volume curves and direct measurement showed that the

vocal sac can deflate passively, reinflating the lungs. Interspecific differences indicate

that the elasticity of the vocal sac might evolve to match calling rates. The vocal sac

radiated most of the energy in the call and its tuning matched the dominant frequency of

natural calls. The acoustic radiation system allowed frogs to produce more intense and

better tuned calls with the mouth closed than with the mouth open. Inflation of the lungs

by buccal pumping is probably too slow to support the repetition rate of natural

advertisement calls. Both selection for intense calls or fast call rate could be important for

the maintenance of the behavior of calling with the mouth closed. This study illustrates

that, while selection for call traits can produce evolution of the calling apparatus,

functional relations in call production can bias trait evolution. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction
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Acoustic communication in frogs as a model system

There are more than 4900 species of frogs in the world, and most of them produce

unique advertisement calls (Duellman and Trueb 1986, Hofrischter 2000). In most

species, male advertisement calls are produced by the larynx, while air flows from the

lungs into the mouth and vocal sac (Martin 1971, Rand 2001). The sounds produced vary

widely in frequency, duration, amplitude, rate, and modulation in frequency and

amplitude (Schiotz 1967, Duellman 1970, Heyer et al. 1990). Advertisement calls are,

however, very stereotyped within a species. They can attract gravid females for mating

and act as a behavioral pre-mating isolation system, in which females are preferentially

attracted by the advertisement calls of their own species (Blair 1956, 1964, Littlejohn and

Michaud 1959, Ryan et al. 2003). 

Anuran advertisement calls are not only stereotyped but also usually fairly simple

when compared to acoustic signals of mammals and birds. The advertisement calls of

most frogs contain a single type of note, arranged in 1 to 3 temporal levels (call group,

call, pulse). Some species with more complex calls usually have 2 or 3 types of notes

(Schiotz 1967, Duellman 1970, Heyer et al. 1990), although recent studies have described

some exceptions with even more complex calls (Narins et al. 2000, Feng et al. 2002).

The simplicity and diversity of the anuran communication system make the group

a rewarding model for the study of evolution. While many animals use a mixture of

communication modes during courtship, most frogs seem to concentrate on sound for

female attraction (Duellman and Trueb 1986, Gerhardt and Huber 2002). This is not to
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say that other senses play no role (Hodl and Amezquita 2001, Rosenthal et al. in press),

but advertisement calls have been shown to be sufficient to elicit positive phonotaxis and

species recognition by gravid females (Littlejohn and Michaud 1959, Ryan 1980,

Gerhardt 1988, Marquez 1995). Anuran sounds are easy to record, measure, manipulate

and replay, and playback experiments elicit responses from both sexes (Littlejohn 1998,

Schwartz 2001). 

While the simplicity of their mating behavior makes frogs good subjects for

experimental studies on behavioral mechanisms and adaptive function, the diversity of

the group provides many opportunities for comparative studies (Ryan and Keddy-Hector

1992, Ryan and Rand 1993, Cocroft and Ryan 1995). The main theme of males calling to

attract females has been maintained in most anurans, but other aspects of their natural

history diversified greatly. Frogs colonized environments ranging from deserts to rain

forests, from the tropics to subpolar regions. They adapted to life styles ranging from

fully aquatic to fully terrestrial with direct development and from simply laying their eggs

in water, to various degrees and forms of maternal or paternal care (McFarland et al.

1979, Duellman and Trueb 1986, Feder 1992). Anuran communication systems have been

the focus of many studies on general evolutionary questions such as species recognition

(Littlejohn and Michaud 1959, Gerhardt 1988, Ryan and Rand 1995, Ryan et al. 2003),

sexual selection (Ryan 1980, Marquez 1995, Gerhardt and Huber 2002), pre-mating

isolation (Blair 1956, 1964, Littlejohn 1965, Gerhardt 1974), character displacement

(Blair 1974, Loftus-Hills and Littlejohn 1992), hybridization (Gerhardt et al. 1980,

Giacoma and Castellano 2001, Pfennig and Simovich 2002), speciation (Blair 1965, Sasa
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et al. 1998), and signal evolution (Gerhardt 1994, Ryan and Rand 1993, Ryan et al.

1990).

Approaches to the evolution of behavioral traits

Advertisement signals are complex behavioral traits that can be objectively and

precisely quantified with explicit algorithms (Littlejohn 2001). Ancestral states can be

reconstructed based on living species and extensive experimentation can be done to

estimate the fitness value of traits (Ryan and Rand 1995, 2001, Gerhardt and Huber

2002). Niko Tinbergen (1963) first proposed that a complete understanding of the

evolution of a behavioral trait should involve four aspects of the process: 1- ontogeny; 2-

causation (mechanisms); 3- evolution (phylogenetic history); and 4- survival value. Each

of these aspects can be studied in isolation, but there might be interactions among these

levels of analysis, making an integrated analysis necessary for a complete understanding

of a behavior. Applying Tinbergen’s concept to frog calling, one would like to determine

how much of the interspecific variance in advertisement call traits can be explained by

history, selection, mechanisms and development, and to know the degree of overlap and

interactions among these variables (Autumn et al. 2002).

Most studies on the evolution of frog calls have concentrated on patterns of

historical change (Gerhardt 1994, Cocroft and Ryan 1995, Cannatella et al. 1998, Phelps

and Ryan 2000). Less is known about call acquisition and mechanisms. It is generally

believed that frogs do not learn how to call, as juveniles raised in isolation from adults do
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develop normal calls. In addition, some studies show heritable variation in calls.

Waldman (2001) documented a negative correlation between acoustic similarity of

advertisement calls and genetic similarity in Bufo americanus, based on nuclear DNA

fingerprints.

The development of the laryngeal anatomy has been shown to be highly sexually

dimorphic, with males undergoing strong differentiation during sexual maturation

(McAlister 1961, Ryan and Drewes 1990, Hayes and Menendez 1999). The basic

mechanism of sound production is similar in most frogs (Schneider 1988, Martin and

Gans 1972) although some specializations can be found, such as in the Pipidae, for

calling underwater without airflow (Yager 1992, Yamaguchi and Kelley 2000, Kelley et

al. 2001). Many aspects of muscular control, amplitude modulation and frequency

modulation are yet to be described. The calling apparatus involves the same muscles,

cartilages and membranes in most families of frogs, with most variation restricted to size

and shape of common structures (Trewavas 1933, Schmid 1976). Given the apparent

monotony of the calling mechanism, a quantitative and experimental approach to the

variation in the calling apparatus might be most appropriate for understanding call

evolution.

Constraints

Developmental constraints were defined by Maynard-Smith and colleagues (1985)

as biases or limitations in phenotypic variability caused by the developmental system. In
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the case of anuran advertisement signals, a major constraining element could be the set of

physical and physiological rules that govern the biomechanical function of the calling

apparatus (Martin 1972). A quantitative understanding of the function of the calling

apparatus can reveal non-independence among call traits. Those related traits might

indicate why certain call structures are never observed in nature and help to predict

correlated evolution of one trait based on another trait. This type of analysis has been

performed by Raup (1966) for the shapes of gastropod shells (Fig. 1). He conceived a

multidimensional space based on four variables that described the shell building process.

His model accounted for: 1- the shape of the generating curve, which describes the shape

of the cross-section of the growing shell tube (circular, elliptic); 2- the whorl expansion

rate (W), or how quickly the diameter of the shell tube increases; 3- the position of the

generating curve in relation to the shell’s central axis (D); and 4- the rate of whorl

translation (T), which determines how tri-dimensional the spiral is. He created a

theoretical space of possible shell shapes, and plotted the forms observed in nature. This

approach provided a functionally informed framework for the analysis of between-trait

correlations and the direction and extent of adaptive radiations. Several aspects of the

mechanism of frog calling have been quantified in detail, such as energetic costs (Bucher

et al. 1982, Prestwitch et al. 1989, Pough et al. 1992, Wells 2001), physiology of the

muscles that regulate the air source (McLister et al. 1995, Girgenrath and Marsh 1997,

1999, Marsh 1999, McLister 2001) and the possibility of acoustic resonance (Capranica

and Moffat 1983, Rand and Dudley 1993, Purgue 1995, 1997).
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Figure 1 – The spectrum of observed and possible shell forms. The axes

correspond to the three coefficients in a simplified model of the geometry of shell

building. Four major taxonomic groups of mollusks are plotted in the block. The pictures

illustrate the shell shape that results from the combination of shell building coefficients at

various points in the block. Notice how natural shells occupy a small portion of the

potential space for shell forms. Redrawn from Raup (1966).
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The basic aspect of the conversion of energy from airflow into sound, however,

lacks the measurements that would reveal its functional compromises and limitations. A

basic quantitative model of the function of the vocal folds would be useful for predicting

limits to acoustic performance, interdependence among call traits, and allometric relations

between the anatomical and acoustic phenotype. Such a model would allow researchers to

incorporate history, selection and constraints in a unified analysis of call variation.

Frog calling as an extreme behavior

Besides being a rewarding model for behavioral evolution, frog calling is also

interesting for being extreme. In several species, calling is the most energetically costly

activity performed by the animals (Wells 2001). The activity mostly involves moving air

back and forth between the lungs and the vocal sac, and the volume of air contained

inside the animal’s body can be higher than the volume of the deflated animal (McAlister

1959, 1961, chapter 3). The tissues involved in holding and moving the air, especially the

vocal sacs, are amazingly thin and elastic (McAlister 1961, Jaramillo et al. 1997). Finally,

some frog calls have pulse rates above 170 Hz and it has been suggested that the pulses

are produced actively, indicating extremely fast muscular contractions (Martin 1972).

Exploration of anatomical and physiological extremes can not only reveal evolutionary

patterns, but it can also trigger medical and technological applications.
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Objective

The objective of this study is to quantify three aspects of call production that are

crucial for the generation of precise predictions about call performance and evolution.

The three aspects are: the relationships between pressure, airflow, sound amplitude and

frequency at the vocal folds; the pneumatics of the lungs and vocal sac, and filtering or

resonance in the surrounding tissues.

Measurement of the relationships between physical variables at the sound source

will reveal the acoustic range over which the larynx can operate, and will generate

quantitative predictions of correlations among acoustic traits. The pneumatics of the

cavities involved in calling will provide a basis to relate airflow through the larynx with

the air volumes in the cavities, and to generate predictions about call duration. In

addition, measurements of vocal sac deflation will produce predictions about maximum

call rate. Finally, quantification of the alterations introduced into the sound by the body

tissues will allow for further predictions about amplitude and tuning of the final acoustic

output.

Organization

This study utilizes a top-down approach in an attempt to reveal some basic

patterns in a comprehensive perspective of call production. These patterns should provide

relevant insight for designing further in-depth studies. Calling is addressed in a simplified
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form, accounting for call frequency, amplitude and duration. Many species of frogs,

however, exhibit frequency and amplitude modulation in their sounds. This study predicts

passive modulation, which can be used to generate null hypotheses to test for active

modulation. Active amplitude and frequency control were left for future investigation. To

partially circumvent this limitation, I focused on North American hylids, which naturally

produce little frequency modulation and their pulses have simple amplitude envelopes.

This dissertation is organized in five chapters. The data chapters are presented as

complete independent studies and are brought into the general context of the dissertation

by the first and the last chapters. Chapter 2 analyzes sound production by the vocal folds.

Chapter 3 addresses the movement of air between lungs and vocal folds. Chapter 4

addresses potential changes to the acoustic structure of the sound as it crosses the tissues

of the animal to be subsequently radiated to the environment. The last chapter presents

general conclusions for this dissertation.

Study Organisms

North American hylids are among the best studied frogs in terms of call structure

(Blair 1958, Gerhardt 1974b, Cocroft and Ryan 1995), calling physiology (Taigen and

Wells 1985, Prestwitch et al. 1989, McLister et al. 1995, Girgenrath and Marsh 1997,

1999, Marsh 1999, McLister 2001), species recognition (Littlejohn and Michaud 1959,

Blair and Littlejohn 1960, Littlejohn et al. 1960, Littlejohn 1961), male mating success

(Godwin and Robel 1983, Morris 1989, Hausfater et al. 1990, Ritke and Semlish 1991,
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Murphy 1994, Bertram et al. 1996), female preferences (Gerhardt and Mudry 1980,

Gerhardt 1988), sexual selection (Fellers 1979, Forester and Czarnowsky 1985, Klump

and Gerhardt 1987, Morris and Yoon 1989, Sullivan and Hinshaw 1992), male-male

interactions (Perril et al. 1978, Forester and Lykens 1986, Wells and Taigen 1986,

Gerhardt et al. 1989), hybridization (Gerhardt 1974, Gerhardt et al. 1980), and phylogeny

(Maxson and Wilson 1975, Hedges 1986, Cocroft 1994, Da Silva 1997). They present a

wide range of body sizes and call structures (Fig 2). Based on inspection of the currently

favored phylogenetic hypothesis and advertisement calls, I chose four species as targets

for experimental work. Their call structures suggest that findings for each species should

be generalizable to close relatives, while the four species together should encapsulate

most of the acoustic variation in the group. The four species are: Pseudacris streckeri,

with simple tonal calls; Hyla cinerea, with simple calls but a very low fundamental

frequency; Hyla versicolor, with actively pulsed calls, each pulse involving an exhalation

and Acris crepitans, with active and passive pulsing.

Mechanisms of call production in frogs

Most frogs produce sound by contracting the muscles of the body wall and forcing

the air in the lungs through the larynx into the vocal sac (McAlister 1961, Martin and

Gans 1972, Schneider 1988; see Weber 1974 and Yager 1992 for exceptions). 
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Figure 2 – Phylogeny and oscillograms of calls of North American hylids,

displaying relative amplitude in the ordinate and time in the abscissa. Oscillogram

duration = 1.5 s. The species used in this study are underlined. Adapted from: Moriarty

and Cannatella (in press); and Holloway, Cannatella and Hillis (in preparation).
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Airflow is occluded by a pair of vocal folds that vibrate in the larynx producing sound.

After the vocal folds, the air passes between two arytenoid cartilages before reaching the

buccal cavity (Fig. 3).

Figure 3 – Schematic representation of the main structures and cavities involved in

phonation by frogs.

The arytenoid cartilages can block or allow laryngeal airflow and four muscles

attach to them, controlling their movements (Trewavas 1933, Schmid 1976, Fig. 4). In a

dead frog, the elasticity of the laryngeal structures keeps the vocal folds separate and the

glottis closed.

If an excess of air pressure is experimentally produced in the pulmonary side of

the larynx, it causes the arytenoids to open and the vocal folds to occlude the airflow and

start vibrating. Artificial sounds are produced by the vibrating vocal folds, at a
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fundamental frequency that is similar to the fundamental frequency of natural calls

(Paulsen 1965, Martin 1972). The sound produced by a passive larynx can be tonal, or be

pulsed by complex oscillations of the vocal folds (McAlister 1961, Schmidt 1973) or by

vibration of the arytenoid cartilages (Martin and Gans 1972). Martin (1972) called these

pulses passive, while active pulses were produced in a series of exhalations with

phonation alternated by inhalations, where each cycle involved all the muscular

contractions present in a normal call.

Figure 4 – Muscles and cartilages of the anuran larynx. Redrawn from Duellman and

Trueb (1986).

The influence of the laryngeal muscles on sound production has been largely

inferred from morphology (Trewavas 1933, McAlister 1961), but it can also be

approached experimentally. Schmidt (1972) stimulated the laryngeal branch of the vagus

nerve and observed the resulting motion in the larynx of Rana pipiens from Wisconsin,
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while he successively removed the laryngeal muscle insertions. His findings generally

agreed with data on release calls produced by frogs and toads after muscular ablation

(Martin 1972, Weber 1975, 1976, 1978). Following the terminology of Trewavas (1933),

dilator laryngis is the largest muscle pair, and it is the single glottis opener. The

constrictor (sphincter) laryngis anterior and the constrictor laryngis externus

(hyolaryngeal) attach to different parts of the arytenoids and both close the arytenoid

cartilages. Contraction of the constrictor laryngis posterior muscle does not open or close

the arytenoids. It aligns the vocal folds in the midline of the larynx, by pulling on the

pulvinaria vocalia, a cap of fibrous tissue located at each corner of the arytenoid

cartilages in the concave surface (Schmidt 1972). It has been suggested that the

connection with the pulvinaria vocalia could be used to stretch the vocal folds, but it has

not been documented (Trewavas 1933). 

Martin and Gans (1972) studied the activity of laryngeal muscles during release

and advertisement calls in Bufo valliceps, and found that all the laryngeal muscles (the

constrictor posterior is missing in Bufo) contract immediately before active pulses. The

dilator laryngis alone contracts at the end of each active pulse, opening the arytenoid

cartylages widely and retracting the vocal folds from the airflow. The same results were

obtained by Kusunoki and colleagues (1986) for Bufo japonicus. Schmidt (1965, 1972,

1973) studied Rana pipiens, Hyla cinerea and Hyla versicolor and found that the dilator

laryngis and the constrictor posterior contracted immediately before active pulsing,

opening the arytenoid cartylages and positioning the vocal folds in the laryngeal midline.

After each pulse, the constrictor laryngis anterior and the constrictor laryngis externus
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contracted, closing the glottis. Although discordant in the details of muscular action, both

sets of studies found that no laryngeal muscle contracts while the vocal folds are making

sound, but these muscles are used to control the onset and offset of sound. Variation in

central control of laryngeal muscles is thought to account for most inter-specific temporal

differences (Schneider 1970).

The frequency of the vibration of vocal folds should vary with their tension,

thickness and area (Fletcher 1992). Martin (1972) compared the sounds obtained by

manipulating airflow in euthanized Bufo (laryngeal activation) and found that frequency

was correlated to vocal fold mass across species. Within a species, laryngeal activation

also showed that the frequency of vibration of the vocal folds increases with pulmonary

air pressure (Martin 1972). In nature, some frogs produce call types with different

frequencies, or frequency-modulated calls (Schiotz 1967, Duellman 1970, Ryan 1985)

and Acris crepitans lowers the dominant frequency during male-male interactions

(Wagner 1991). The mechanisms for this frequency variation have been suggested to be

active variation in airflow (Dudley and Rand 1991) or stretching of the vocal folds by

contraction of the constrictor laryngis posterior muscle (Trewavas 1933). Only the

second hypothesis was tested once in Rana pipiens and it was refuted (Schmidt 1972).

In mammals and birds, the sound produced by the vibrating membranes is greatly

modified as it travels through the pharyngeal, buccal and nasal cavities (Gaunt and

Nowicki 1998). Frogs call with their mouth shut and cavity resonance was not found in

experiments with an atmosphere where nitrogen is replaced by helium (Capranica and

Moffat 1983, Rand and Dudley 1993). Resonance was found to occur in the tissues of the
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body. In Rana catesbeiana, the large tympanum of males radiates most energy in the call

and the vocal sac emphasizes radiation of a different range of frequencies (Purgue 1997).

In Hyla gratiosa, Pseudacris triseata and P. regilla, Purgue (1995) found that the vocal

sacs were tuned to the dominant frequencies of the calls. He also found that body parts

varied in which frequencies they emphasized, and that resonance in the tissues of the

vocal sac could result in sounds up to 15 dB more intense then if the sounds were

recorded directly from the source without crossing animal tissues.

Calling muscles have more and larger mitochondria, more glycogen and fat

reserves and more innervation plates than locomotor muscles (Eichelbert and Schneider

1973). The same differences are found between male and female larynges (Eichelbert and

Schneider 1974). Calling is an aerobic activity, more metabolically costly than

locomotion (Prestwich et al. 1989). Mitochondrial volume, half-relaxation time and

tetanic rate are correlated with calling rate across species (McLister et al. 1995, Ressel

1996, Girgenrath and Marsh 1997, 1999, Marsh 1999). Energetic cost (oxygen

consumption) per note in H. versicolor depends on body size, but not on temperature or

call length, while acoustic energy per note depends only on temperature (McLister 2001).

Although several aspects of call production have been described and explained to various

levels of detail, an integrative approach has been rarely used and a general quantitative

model of sound production is still lacking. This study is an attempt to quantify and relate

some basic aspects of the calling mechanism that might be relevant for the evolution of

advertisement signals and calling behavior in North American treefrogs. Based on these

measurements, I make and test predictions about calling behavior and signal evolution. 
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Call production in the treefrogs Hyla versicolor, Pseudacris streckeri and Acris

crepitans (Hylidae): acoustic trade-offs, calling strategies and allometry.

Abstract

The functional properties of a calling apparatus can impose limitations and

tradeoffs on its acoustic output. Such functional limitations can translate into biases in the

evolution of advertisement signals and mating preferences. I used artificial laryngeal

activation to measure and relate pressure differential across the larynx, airflow, sound

amplitude and frequency. All four quantities showed a positive linear relationship with

each other. The study species could potentially produce pronounced frequency

modulation by varying the pressure differential across the larynx. Natural advertisement

calls were produced near the higher extreme of amplitude and frequency obtained from

passive larynges in the laboratory. Artificial laryngeal activation with the mouth open

produced sounds with energy distributed over a wide range of harmonics, indicating that

pronounced filtering occurs during calling. Natural calls were more intense than the

sounds obtained from passive larynges in the laboratory, suggesting active control of the

sound source or acoustic amplification at the radiating structures. 
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Introduction

Calling in frogs is an important model for studies on evolution of communication,

sexual selection and speciation (Blair 1964, 1965, Littlejohn and Watson 1976, Ryan et

al. 1990, Loftus-Hills and Littlejohn 1992, Ryan and Rand 1995, Cannatella et al. 1998,

Gerhardt 2001, Gerhardt and Huber 2002). The interest in explaining the diversity of frog

calls has led to many studies on the selective forces that drive the diversification of the

calls and their evolutionary history. Less attention has been given to functional

constraints (Martin 1972, Maynard-Smith et al. 1985), except for energetic costs (Bucher

et al. 1982, Pough et al. 1992, Wells 2001) and contractile performance of muscles that

generate pressure in the lungs (Martin 1972, Marsh 1999, McLister 2001). A quantitative

understanding of the mechanisms involved in sound production can be useful in

explaining evolutionary patterns of call structure and behavioral strategies.

Most frogs call by moving air from the lungs through the larynx and into the mouth

and vocal sac. A pair of vocal membranes passively vibrates producing sound as the air

crosses the larynx (Martin 1971, Schmidt 1972, Schneider 1988). These membranes are

mounted on a frame of soft mobile cartilages (arytenoids, crycoid, hyoid), that can be

displaced by air pressure in the lungs or muscular contraction (Trewavas 1933). The

mouth and nostrils of a frog are usually held closed during calling and sound is radiated

to the environment across the skin of the animal (Gans and Pyles 1983). Given the

number and variety of biological structures involved in calling, empirical measurements

are indispensable for appropriate modeling of the laryngeal acoustic function.
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Paulsen (1965, 1967) developed a technique to artificially activate the larynx of

euthanized frogs. By forcing airflow through the larynx, sound was produced at

frequencies that were similar to those produced by live frogs. Martin (1971) used this

technique in 53 species of Bufo and found a positive correlation between the generated air

pressure differential across the larynx and the frequency of the produced sound. The

technique of laryngeal activation is a useful tool in the study of calling in frogs, as it

provides an opportunity for extensive manipulation of the functional system in the

simplified situation of no active input. Besides eliminating muscular contractions, one

can leave the mouth of the animal open, so that pressure in the mouth stays constant and

less sound is filtered by the surrounding tissues. This simplifies the analysis of the results

and isolation of causal factors.

This study employed field recordings, laryngeal activation and dissection of the

anatomy to build on the current model of sound production in frogs. Recordings of lung

pressure, airflow, sound amplitude and frequency structure were obtained to discuss the

limitations that frogs might have in their acoustic output. The laboratory data were

compared with real calls to discuss strategies of male advertisement calling.

Three species of treefrogs were studied (Hyla versicolor, Pseudacris streckeri and

Acris crepitans). They have very different call structure and body sizes, but produce

simple calls with little frequency modulation.
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Methods

Field recordings - Ten calling male Hyla versicolor, eight Pseudacris streckeri

and eight Acris crepitans were recorded and collected in the field at the Stengl-Lost pines

Biological Station in Bastrop-TX (H. versicolor), Gill Ranch in Austin-TX (P. streckeri),

or Horse Thief Hollow Ranch in Austin-TX (A. crepitans) in between February 2001 and

May 2002, under permit SPR-0600-105. Recordings were taken at 1 m from the animal,

in a position perpendicular to its longitudinal axis, at an angle of about 450 above the

animal’s coronal body plane. Sennheiser ME-80 microphones with Marantz PMD 420

tape recorders were used in the field. Recording tapes were calibrated for amplitude with

tones recorded in the laboratory and in the field. The tones were produced with a custom-

made device that was verified daily with a GenRad 1982 sound pressure level meter.

Sounds were digitized at a 44100 Hz sampling rate and 16 bits. Acoustic analyses were

performed on ten calls per animal, using Sound Ruler 0.937b

(soundruler.sourceforge.net).

Laryngeal activation (Fig. 5). – This study followed the Animal Utilization

Protocol number 01021501 of the Animal Resource Center of the University of Texas.

The animals were euthanized with benzocaine gel at 5% and immediately subjected to

experimentation. The tip of one lung was reached through a small abdominal incision.

The tip of a plastic cannula was protruded into the tip of the lung and the lung-plastic

contact was sealed with cyanoacrylate glue. The abdominal muscles and skin at the

incision were also glued to the cannula, sealing the body cavity. A Millar Mikrotip
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pressure sensor was inserted in the cannula, with its sensitive sensor plate protruding

slightly through the tip of the cannula into the lung of the frog. The activation was

performed with the mouth of the frog open, so that the pressure downstream from the

vocal folds should equal ambient pressure. A thermistor-based airflow sensor was placed

in the tubing 20 cm upstream from the cannula. The air fed into the larynx was saturated

with humidity at 24o C, to prevent desiccation of the vocal folds. Pressure was controlled

by the experimenter blowing into the end of the tubing; the air would then pass through a

filter and a condenser, where the temperature would be reduced to 24 o C and the excess

humidity removed. The calibration and linearity of the pressure sensor were verified by

immersion of its tip in a graduated water column at 9 known depths, for which theoretical

values of pressure could be calculated. The response of the airflow sensor was factory-

calibrated and was verified by comparison with a fan-based airflow sensor in constant

flow, and by measurement of the time necessary to accumulate 100 ml of air in a becker

inverted in water. The entire preparation was built into a box with reduced echo. An

electret microphone (RadioShack 33-3003) was placed at 25 cm from the preparation,

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the animal. The microphone-recorder setup was

previously calibrated for amplitude with a custom-built tone generator and a GenRad

1982 sound pressure level meter. After each activation, the preparation was inspected for

air leaks and anatomical damage. The tubing system was tested for pressure or airflow

biases or delays due to narrow tubing or distance between sensor placement and point of

interest. Presure and airflow were acquired at 11025 samples per second whereas sound

was acquired at 44100 samples per second. The output matrix for data analysis had one
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pint every 5 ms. For pressure and airflow, each output value was the mean of 1 ms of

samples. For sound amplitude, the root of the mean squared (RMS) value for a period of

5 ms was the output. In addition, a dominant frequency channel was derived from the

sound channel. Each point in the frequency channel corresponded to the dominant

frequency at that point, measured in a fast Fourier transformation (FFT) involving 1024

sound samples.

The speed at which pressure is varied in these experiments should be slower than

the response of the slowest sensor, which in this case is the airflow sensor. Preliminary

experimentation revealed some inertia in the laryngeal response to changes in pressure.

Data collection, therefore, was performed along gradual ascending and descending

pressure ramps of dozens of seconds in duration. This condition is distinct from natural

calls, in which each exhalation can last at maximum 400 ms in P. streckeri. The

activation was conducted as a continuous long ramp to detect vocal fold nonlinearities

and to avoid artifacts due to pressure onset and offset in pulsed activation.

Anatomical measurements – Five specimens of each species were preserved in

70% ethanol and later dissected for determination of size of the calling apparatus.

Arytenoid cartilages with the attached vocal folds were photographed under a stereoscope

in posterior view. 

Data analysis – Data from field recordings were examined with analyses of

variance (ANOVA) and Bonferroni t-tests for post-hoc pairwise comparisons. The results

of artificial activation were analyzed separately for each species and dependent variable.
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Each analysis consisted of a nested analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), where each trial

was nested within individual, using pressure as the covariate.

Figure 5 – Experimental setup for artificial laryngeal activation of frogs. Moist air is

passed through the lungs of the euthanized frog and activates the larynx to produce sound.

Pulmonary air pressure, airflow and sound are recorded. 
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The residuals of such analyses were examined for autocorrelation. Any inertia in

the response of the larynx to variations in lung pressure would compromise the

independence of the residuals for subsequent data points. Non-independence of the

residuals does not compromise the fit of the regression, but it biases the calculations of

significance. To remove the autocorrelation from each analysis, autocorrelation plots

were produced and the minimum lag that rendered null autocorrelation was determined.

The dataset was then reduced, and points were preserved at an interval equal to the null

autocorrelation lag. The nested ANCOVA was then recalculated. All analyses were done

in SPSS 10.

Results

Natural calls and anatomy

The species in this study did not show simple allometric relationships in the traits

that were examined (Fig. 6 and 7). The length of the vocal folds, which also defines the

height of the laryngeal air passage, was positively correlated with body size (Pearson r2 =

0.86, P < 0.001, N = 26). The residuals of vocal fold length regressed on body length

differed among species (ANOVA F = 33.5, P < 0.001, N = 8, 8, 10). Pseudacris streckeri

had relatively shorter vocal folds than A. crepitans (Bonferroni P < 0.001) and H.

versicolor (Bonferroni P < 0.001), while the later two were not significantly different

(Bonferroni P = 1). Call amplitude was not correlated with body size (Pearson r2 = 0.86,

P = -0.005, N = 26) and showed the same pattern of variation among species that was
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found for relative vocal fold length (ANOVA F = 5.4, P = 0.1, N = 8, 8, 10). Pseudacris

streckeri produced softer calls than A. crepitans (Bonferroni P = 0.017) and H. versicolor

(Bonferroni P = 0.045), while the later two were not significantly different (Bonferroni P

= 1). Call frequency was negatively correlated with body length (Pearson r2 = -0.91 P <

0.001, N = 26). Acris crepitans produced the higher frequencies (ANOVA F = 183, P <

0.001, N = 8, 8, 10) relative to body size, than P. streckeri (Bonferroni P < 0.001) and H.

versicolor (Bonferroni P < 0.001) but there was no significant difference between the

later two (Bonferroni P = 0.682).

Heterogeneity observed among species in call amplitude measurements might be

due to differences in the acoustic structure of the calling sites. A. crepitans was the most

variable, and was recorded in a highly reflective environment. It was calling on floating

vegetation on the surface of a pond surrounded by flat limestone outcrop. Hyla.

versicolor had the lowest variation, and was calling at 1m to 1.5 m height, perched on

thin vegetation in a flat forest over slightly flooded grass. 

The advertisement call of H. versicolor is a series of pulses (sensu Gerhardt and

Huber 2002) involving reinflation of the lungs before each pulse (Fig. 8). From a

mechanistic point of view, each pulse is the repetition of a cycle of exhalation-inhalation.

The pulse was used, therefore, as the functional unit for comparison with the call of P.

streckeri, composed of a single pulse. Acris crepitans produces complex advertisement

signals composed of series of calls (sensu Wagner 1989) produced one per exhalation-

inhalation cycle. Each call can contain several pulses but those are not analogous to the

pulses of H. versicolor because they are all produced along a single exhalation. The call,
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with its pulses, is the unit used for comparison with the other two species.

Figure 6 – Boxplot of allometric relationships in call production by three species of

treefrogs. Notice that P. streckeri has a small relatively larynx size. Acris crepitans

produces very intense sounds, despite its small size.
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Figure 7 – Boxplot of dominant frequency of natural calls of treefrogs. Notice that H.

versicolor and P. streckeri produce the same frequency, although H. versicolor is larger.
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Figure 8 – Advertisement calls of treefrogs from central Texas. Each note in the

call of H. versicolor involves exhalation and inhalation. The pulses shown for A.

crepitans are produced in a single exhalation.
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Laryngeal activation

Laryngeal activation of the three hylids produced similar results to those obtained

by Martin (1971; Fig. 9). At very low pressures, no sound was produced. At intermediate

pressures, there was a positive correlation between pressure, airflow, sound amplitude

and fundamental frequency. At high pressures, the sound became noisy, loosing its

frequency structure, or the vocal folds retracted from the airflow.

The sounds produced with laryngeal activation exhibited a pronounced harmonic

structure (Fig. 9). This is expected from a not perfectly sinusoidal vibration pattern of the

vocal folds (Bradburry and Vehrencamp 1998). At pressures close to the high and low

limits of phonation of the larynx, nonlinearities were observed in the acoustic output. The

nonlinearities included sudden changes in fundamental frequency, sharp transitions

between periodic and noisy sound and doubling of the fundamental frequency through

elimination of the odd harmonics (Fig. 10). These observations were rare within most of

the pressure range in which sound was produced. 
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Figure 9 – Laryngeal activation of H. versicolor. Notice the positive correlation

between lung pressure, sound pressure, airflow and sound frequency.
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Figure 10 – Occasional nonlinear acoustic response of the vocal folds of H.

versicolor to laryngeal activation at low pressures. Upper plot – sound oscillogram above

and pulmonary pressure bellow. Lower plot – spectrogram showing sudden changes in

fundamental frequency and doubling of fundamental frequency at time = 10.5 s.
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Examination of laryngeal activation data indicates linear relationships between

lung pressure and sound amplitude, airflow and frequency (Fig. 11). Logarithmic or

quadratic curves did not provide a significantly better fit. The pooled data for each

species indicate positive relations between pulmonary pressure and sound amplitude,

airflow and frequency for all three species (Fig. 12). To simplify the analysis, each

species and each of airflow, amplitude and frequency were examined in separate. Nested

analyses of covariance were computed to partition the variance observed in acoustic

output among individuals, and trials within individual, with pressure as the covariate.

The residuals of such analyses initially exhibited autocorrelation within

separations of 0.5 s to 1.25 s (Fig. 13). This can be interpreted as inertia of the laryngeal

response to changes in pressure. Larger species showed longer autocorrelation lags,

probably due to more inertia in a larger larynx. The autocorrelation was removed from

each analysis by considering only a sub-sample of the data (see methods) and the analyses

were repeated. 

In all three species, pressure had the most significant effect on the dependent

variable, followed by individual and trial (Table 1). More than 92% of the variance in the

data was explained by the nested ANCOVA for frequency and airflow in all three species.

Amplitude had a larger error but 75% or more of the variance was explained. H.

versicolor was the species with the most variance explained in the analysis, followed by

A. crepitans and P. streckeri.
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Figure 11 – Relationship between pulmonary pressure and laryngeal airflow or acoustic

structure in one individual of H. versicolor. Sounds were produced artificially through

laryngeal activation with the mouth open. Notice the linearity of the relationships.

Frequency refers to the second harmonic (natural dominant frequency).
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Figure 12 – Laryngeal activation of the vocal folds of treefrogs. Regression lines

are shown for each trial, with several individuals per species. Notice the higher slope for

frequency in A. crepitans and the higher intercept and slope for airflow in H. versicolor.
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Figure 13 – Autocorrelation of residuals of ANCOVAs of the laryngeal activation

data, with trials nested within individuals and lung pressure as the covariate. The lags

represent the time separation below which two residuals are not independent and should

reflect the inertia of the larynx. Notice that larger species have larger larynges, which

should have more inertia and longer autocorrelation lags.
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Table 1 – Variance in laryngeal output partitioned among pressure (covariate), individual,

and trial within individual, using analyses of covariance. Nine separate analyses address

three species and three dependent variables: amplitude, airflow and frequency.

Variables Species
Dependent Independent H. versicolor P. streckeri A. crepitans

F % vara F % vara F % vara

Amplitude Pressure

Individual

Trial (Indiv.)

Error

513 ***

13 ***

4 ***

43

32

11

14

55 ***

17 ***

1 n.s.

22

53

0

25

131 ***

12 ***

3 ***

26

48

11

15
Airflow Pressure

Individual

Trial (Indiv.)

Error

1037 ***

16 ***

11 ***

36

49

11

4

515 ***

3 *

19 ***

40

30

25

5

214 ***

4 **

17 ***

20

37

36

7
Frequency Pressure

Individual

Trial (Indiv.)

Error

851 ***

6 ***

6 ***

58

19

16

7

847 ***

7 ***

24 ***

36

46

16

2

420 ***

4 **

31 ***

23

26

45

6

a. % var = Percent of the variance explained by the independent variable. It is not

proportional to the F statistic across variables because it does not consider the number

of degrees of freedom. Significance (not corrected): *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p <

0.05, n.s. = not significant.
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To verify if the effect of individual in the analyses above could be explained by

body size, the mean predicted value of each dependent variable was calculated for each

individual at the pulmonary air pressure of 104 kPa. This pressure was chosen for being

inside the range of pressures over which the focal folds produced sound in all three

species, and for resulting in sound fundamental frequencies close to natural ones. The

variance of the values adjusted for 104 kPa pulmonary pressure were examined having

body size as the covariate. The relationship was not significant for amplitude (ANCOVA

N = 26,  F = 0.12, P = 0.73), airflow (F = 0.10, P = 0.76) or frequency (F = 0.74, P =

0.40). Similarly, the mean predicted values for each trial were calculated to verify if time

since euthanasia could explain any variation among trials. The relationship was not

significant for amplitude (ANCOVA N = 107, F = 2.8, P = 0.10), airflow (F = 2.9, P =

0.09) or frequency (F = 2.8, P = 0.10).

Potential acoustic range

The analyses of laryngeal activation data provided the parameter estimates that are

necessary for a predictive model of the effect of lung pressure on sound frequency,

amplitude and airflow (Table 2). This model allows for a multidimensional visualization

of the potential acoustic range in a passive larynx (Fig 14). The potential acoustic range

off a species illustrates the range sound structures that the calling apparatus can passively

produce, and also the tradeoffs between the correlated traits. The actual acoustic range of

the life frog might be somewhat wider, due to possible indirect control through muscular
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contractions. Evolution of calls along the potential acoustic range requires only changes

to the behavioral control of calling, whereas the evolution of calls that depart from the

line requires changes to the anatomy of the calling apparatus.

Calling strategy

The frequency versus amplitude relationship of the experimental data represent

the range of acoustic output of the passive larynx. These relationships were compared to

natural calls produced by the frogs in the wild. The comparison revealed that in all three

species the real calls fall near the high extreme of frequency and amplitude obtained in

the laboratory (Fig. 15). These frogs are, therefore, striving to produce intense

advertisement calls in nature. Lower frequency calls could be produced, at the cost of

reduced amplitude.

The comparison also showed that the laboratory regression line consistently

underestimated the amplitude of natural calls. This indicates that a relevant component of

natural calling is lacking in artificial activation. Such a component could be radiation by

the tissues when the mouth is closed and the vocal sac inflated (Purgue 1995, chapter 4).

It could also be some unknown active mechanism that would affect sound radiation or

amplitude at the source.
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Table 2 – Relationship between pressure differential across the larynx and airflow, sound

amplitude or frequency for three species of treefrogs. Each dependent variable is

predicted based on the air pressure differential across the larynx.

Species Frequency (Hz) Airflow (L/min) Sound Pressure (Pa)
H. versicolor Y = -33153 + 337X Y = -159.467 + 1.573X Y = -42.202 + 0.415X
P. streckeri Y = -33924 + 345X Y = -90.689 + 0.889X Y = -23.087 + 0.226X
A. crepitans Y = -59450 + 600X Y = -81.504 + 0.799X Y = -26.040 + 0.254X
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Figure 14 – Potential acoustic range of the passive larynx of treefrogs. The solid lines

represent the range of possible acoustic output as determined by lung pressure. The

dashed lines indicate the projection of the extremes of each line in each axis.
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Figure 15 – Comparison between real advertisement calls (dots) and the ranges of

acoustic output obtained through laryngeal activation (empty squares).

Discussion

The results of this study are informative about several aspects of the mechanism,

behavior and evolution of calling in the species examined.

Artificial versus natural laryngeal activation

Artificial activation produced calls under simplified circumstances. The goal was

not to perfectly recreate natural calls, but to isolate and quantify basic processes in sound

production. Further advances should identify, measure and incorporate the remaining

aspects of natural calling in the model of calling.

Two major differences were observed between artificial and natural calls. First,

the energy in the call was distributed in a wide range of harmonics while natural calls are
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more tuned. This should derive from the fact that the mouth of the animal was left open

during experimentation. It indicates that pronounced filtering occurs in the natural

condition, when the mouth is closed. Martin (1972) and Capranica and Moffat (1983)

punctured the vocal sac of living Bufo and Hyla versicolor, respectively, and observed the

same effect: calls had energy distributed over a wider range of harmonics than with the

vocal sac intact. In addition, several species of frogs make distress calls with the mouth

open, producing intense sounds with the energy widely distributed in harmonics (Hodl

and Gollmann 1986). The sound radiating properties of the animals in this study could

also have been affected by the fact that the animals had their musculature relaxed. 

The second mismatch was that natural calls were more intense than artificial ones.

This could have occurred because with the mouth open, tissue resonance in the vocal sac

(chapter 4) would be reduced as the vocal sac would not inflate. Purgue (1995) placed an

artificial sound source in euthanized frogs and found that the tissues of Hyla gratiosa and

Pseudacris regilla can resonate, producing an amplification of 15 dB in comparison to

the sound without frog. The mismatch in sound intensity could also be due to some active

control in a live frog that would affect the vibration of the vocal folds.

Mechanism

In principle, only two muscular contractions would be necessary per frog call. One

contraction by the muscles that surround the body cavity to push the air across the larynx,

and another contraction at the end of the call by the laryngeal dilator to open the arytenoid

cartilages and allow the air to flow back from the mouth into the lungs (Gans 1973,
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Schneider 1988). The elastic fibers in the vocal sac would be stretched during phonation

and would push the air back into the lungs after the call (McAlister 1961, Bucher et al.

1982, Dudley and Rand 1991, Jaramillo et al. 1997). This process might be assisted by

contraction of the muscular layer in the vocal sac (Martin and Gans 1972). The

contraction of the laryngeal dilator muscle would be necessary because of the natural

tendency of the arytenoid cartilages to remain closed, blocking the larynx (Martin 1972,

Schmidt 1972). 

Electromyographical studies on Bufo (Kusunoki et al. 1986, Martin and Gans

1972) show that the laryngeal constrictor muscles contract immediately before phonation.

In Rana and Hyla, Schmidt (1965, 1972, 1973) found that the laryngeal constrictor

muscles contracted immediately after phonation. This indicates that the animals use the

massive oblique muscles of the body wall to generate the pressure for phonation, but use

the delicate laryngeal muscles for fine control of the airflow and temporal properties of

the sound (Gans 1973, Schmidt 1973).

In this study, short puffs of air in artificial activation produced inverted U-shaped

frequency patterns, in which air pressure and airflow were low at the edges of the sound,

independent of how short it was. The fact that hylids do not show this pattern in their

calls indicates that they might be using the laryngeal constrictors to lock the larynx closed

and produce sharp edges on the sounds at the larynx. Bufo quercicus, a miniaturized toad,

does produce inverted U-shaped frequency structured calls that suggests a lack of active

closing of the arytenoids (Fig 16B). The acoustic structure produced by the vocal folds of

hylids might depend not only on the contraction pattern of the oblique constrictor
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muscles, but also on the modifications produced by the laryngeal muscles (Schmidt 1973,

Schneider 1977). 

A B

Figure 16 – A. Amplitude and frequency modulation in the advertisement call of Hyla

versicolor. B. Advertisement call of Bufo quercicus showing the inverted U-shaped

pattern of frequency modulation.

Amplitude modulation

Amplitude modulation has been shown to occur in the release calls of Bufo at two

levels. Each call is composed of a large number of notes, and each note contains one to

several pulses (Martin 1972). Each note has an exhalation phase when sound is produced,

and an inhalation phase (Martin and Gans 1972). Pulses within each note are produced

passively by vibration of the arytenoid cartilages (Martin 1971, Kusunoki et al. 1984).
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The release calls of Rana pipiens pipiens from Wisconsin also have two levels of

amplitude modulation. Schmidt (1973) found that in R. pipiens, pulses can be produced

within notes passively by the vocal folds themselves, without vibration of the arytenoid

cartilages. 

In this study, no pulsing could be obtained during artificial activation of any of the

treefrogs. Acris crepitans does produce pulses within an exhalation in its advertisement

call (Fig. 8), and P. streckeri does so in a call that is less frequent than the advertisement

call. In a separate experiment, I performed laryngeal activation of both A. crepitans and

P. streckeri with the mouth sealed with glue and the vocal sac intact. No pulsing was

produced, ruling out the possibility of passive pulsing by constriction of airflow at the

vocal slits. The fact that pulsing was not observed in treefrogs through laryngeal

activation indicates that an active component is necessary for pulsing. This does not

imply that one muscular contraction per pulse is necessary. A constant increased tonus in

the laryngeal constrictor muscles could set the conditions for passive vibration of the

arytenoid cartilages, which would modulate the amplitude of the sound.

Frequency modulation

The results of laryngeal activation showed that hylids could produce frequency

modulation by varying the pressure differential across the larynx, which would also result

in variation in airflow and sound intensity. Wagner (1991) found that male Acris

crepitans lower the frequency of their calls during male-male interactions, but these calls

also have lower amplitude. In addition, when frogs are making their very first calls in the
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night, there is often an increase in the frequency and amplitude of the call (unpublished

data). Ryan and Rand (unpublished) note the same in calls within a call bout of

Physalaemus pustulosus. Martin (1971) pointed out that the same relationship can be

observed in the very first notes of some calls in Bufo. Dudley and Rand (1991) estimated

vocal sac volume and laryngeal airflow in Physalaemus pustulosus through video analysis

and found a correlation between airflow and frequency modulation. They indicated that

frequency modulation in P. pustulosus could be explained by variation in airflow due to

contraction strength of the body wall. This relationship could also explain the upwards

modulation in each note of the calls of Hyla versicolor (Fig. 16A). 

It is also possible that frogs can change the frequency of their calls by actively

altering the tension of their vocal folds. Trewavas (1933) described the anatomy of the

larynges of 60 species from 36 genera and 11 families of frogs. Based on morphological

evidence, she suggested that the constrictor laryngis posterior muscle might stretch the

vocal folds. This muscle attaches to the cricoid cartilage and to fibrous caps at the internal

corners of the arytenoid cartilages, called pulvinaria vocalia. The vocal folds attach as a

basal membrane along the base of the arytenoids. Each vocal fold is strengthened by a

medial frenulum, the chordae vocalis, that links the two pulvinaria vocalia, one at each

corner of the arytenoid cartilage. The constrictor laryngis posterior, therefore, surrounds

the convex side of the arytenoid cartilage and inserts in the pulvinaria vocalia, which is

attached to the medial frenulum of the vocal fold. The pulvinaria vocalia would act as a

pulley, directly stretching the vocal folds upon contraction of the constrictor laryngis

posterior. It could also act indirectly, by simply providing a fixation point for the muscle.
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Contraction of the constrictor laryngis posterior would reduce the curvature of the

arytenoid cartilage, stretching the vocal fold. This argument was supported by the

observation that several unrelated species lacking the constrictor laryngis posterior did

not have pulvinaria vocalia.

A mechanistic test of the hypothesis that the constrictor laryngis posterior muscle

might control the tension of the vocal folds was performed by Schmidt (1972). He

electrically stimulated the laryngeal nerves of euthanized Rana pipiens and observed the

movement of the laryngeal muscles. With successive removal of the muscle insertions, he

confirmed that the dilator laryngis opens the arytenoid cartilages while the constrictor

laryngis externus and the constrictor laryngis anterior close them. The constrictor

laryngis anterior also has the effect of tilting the larynx downward and backward. The

constrictor laryngis posterior had the single action of pivoting the vocal fold ends of the

pulvinaria vocalia medially, bringing the medial edges of the vocal folds into opposition

at the midline. He observed no lengthening of the vocal folds or deformation of the

arytenoid cartilages. 

Medial displacement of the vocal folds might be a relevant function of the

pulvinaria vocalia. Because frogs call with the mouth closed, the duration of the sound

produced in one exhalation is limited by the amount of air that can be stored in the vocal

sac and lungs. At rest, the vocal folds are separated. A certain amount of airflow might

have to be achieved to produce a Bernoulli force strong enough to suck the vocal folds

against each other and produce sound with reduced airflow. An active mechanism for

opposing the vocal folds would allow the frog to transport less air per call, possibly
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increasing potential call duration and decreasing the energetic cost. Alternatively, Rana

pipiens might be an exception and the pulvinaria vocalia might act as a mechanism of

frequency modulation. If frogs can actively change the tension of the vocal folds, it

should affect sound frequency by displacing the relationship between pressure, airflow,

amplitude and frequency, not by canceling it. 

In humans and other mammals, the body of the vocal folds has a muscular layer

called thyrovocalis muscle. Contraction of the thyrovocalis causes a reduction of the

vocal fold length and an increase in the frequency of sound (Nishizawa et al. 1988). This

mechanism is not available to frogs as their vocal folds have no muscular layer (Trewavas

1933, Schmid 1978).

Nonlinearities at the vocal folds

Fee and colleagues (1998) studied the vibration of the vocal membranes of zebra

finches (Taeniopygia guttata) and found some nonlinear behaviors in response to gradual

changes in bronchial pressure. The nonlinearities included sharp transitions in

fundamental frequency, sharp transitions between periodic and noisy sound, doubling of

the fundamental frequency and mode locking. They found that these sharp transitions

were present in the birds’ songs, indicating that some of the complexities observed in bird

song can derive from passive changes in the vibration mode of the vocal membranes. In

this study, nonlinear behavior of the vocal folds was observed mostly at extreme

pressures, and they seem not to be present in the natural calls of these species. That might
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not be the case in frogs that produce complex calls with notes of different acoustic

structure.

Calling behavior

The determinant relationship among the acoustic variables of the passive hylid

larynx should cause a tradeoff in the production of sexually attractive advertisement calls.

Females of many species exhibit acoustic preferences, at least within the range of

conspecific calls, for sounds that have low frequency but high amplitude and duration

(Gerhardt 1981, Gerhardt and Huber 2003). A male cannot, therefore, maximize the

appeal of all acoustic traits simultaneously. This provides an opportunity for a unique test

of the relative strength of selective forces favoring low frequency against those favoring

high amplitude. One could compare the range of sound that a frog can potentially produce

with the structure of its advertisement calls. 

In this study, the natural calls of all three species under study were concentrated at

the highest frequencies obtained in the laboratory. This indicates that it is more important

for males to produce intense calls than calls with low frequency. It does not necessarily

imply that females prefer high amplitude over low frequency. Intense sounds might also

favor a male by intimidating other males and by being heard from a longer distance,

increasing the range over which females might be attracted. These results indicate that we

should consider including amplitude more often in studies of male calling behavior and

mating success.
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Potential acoustic range

The results of laryngeal activation illustrate the range of acoustic output that the

passive larynx can produce. They reveal that hylids also exhibit the relationship between

lung pressure and sound frequency described by Martin (1972) for species of Bufo

cognatus, B. valliceps and B. marinus. These two variables are positively related to

amplitude and airflow through the larynx, indicating a determinant relationship between

sound amplitude and frequency. 

The pressure differential across the larynx can also determine, via airflow, the

maximum duration of sound per exhalation. As frogs call as a closed system, airflow

determines the maximum duration that a sound can have before the frog runs out of air.

For a frog that does not modify the acoustic behavior of its vocal folds through muscular

contraction, and that produces one continuous call per exhalation, this means that the

amplitude, frequency and duration of the call will be determined by the pressure

differential generated across the larynx.

Exploration of the potential acoustic range of frogs can be rewarding in many

aspects. It can help to separate evolutionary changes in the signal that involve alterations

in the calling apparatus from changes that involve behavioral alterations. It provides a

functional framework for comparison of the various call types of the same species in

terms of mechanical complexity, effort and similarity. Finally, it reveals major tradeoffs

among call traits that can help to interpret and predict evolutionary change.
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Allometry

One could have expected that three closely related species of frogs with different

body sizes would provide a simple continuum for describing the allometric change of a

calling mechanism. If two frogs were identical, except for different sizes, one could make

the simplistic prediction that the small frog would have smaller volumes of air to

transport between the lungs and the vocal sac. It would have weaker constrictor muscles

in its body wall, which would produce lower pressure in the lungs. Its larynx would be

smaller and the volume airflow would be slower. The mass of the vocal folds would be

smaller, have less inertia and tend to vibrate faster, producing higher frequencies. The

amount of increase in frequency due to body size could be reduced by the smaller air

pressure differential across the larynx generated by the small muscles. Whatever sound

intensity was generated by the vocal folds, it would experience diminished radiation to

the environment, due to the reduced surface of the animal.

This should illustrate that the allometry of frog calling is not simple. Many factors

have to be considered, and they might scale in different relationships with body size. In

general, based on the predictions above, one should expect small frogs to produce weaker

sounds. But studies have not found a relationship between species body length and call

intensity (Gerhardt 1975, Passmore 1981; but see Loftus-Hills and Littlejohn 1971).

Small frogs might evolve adaptations to produce intense sounds. These could include a

relative increase in size of the calling apparatus, and associated muscles. Or changes to

the structure of the calling apparatus that would maximize call amplitude. Or behavioral
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changes in calling site selection, to take advantage or shape the acoustics of the calling

site for enhanced radiation (Penna and Solis 1996, Lardner and Lakim 2002). 

In this study the smallest frog (A. crepitans) produced natural calls as intense as

the largest frog (H. versicolor). Acris crepitans did not have relatively larger vocal folds

than H. versicolor to produce intense sound. Acris crepitans exhibited a lower maximum

sound amplitude during laryngeal activation, and smaller vocal folds (absolute size)

which vibrated at higher frequencies and lower volume airflow in the same lung pressure

range. This indicates that the lack of difference in amplitude between the natural calls of

the two species should be explained by differences in the sound radiating system,

influence of some muscular action or calling site acoustics. 

In comparison to P. streckeri, A. crepitans exhibited relatively larger vocal folds

that had almost the same absolute size. The natural calls of A. crepitans were more

intense than the ones of P. streckeri and that was also true about the maximum sound

amplitude obtained with artificial laryngeal activation. Contrary to the expectations,

however, the frequency structure generated by P. streckeri was much lower than that of

A. crepitans, besides the similar sizes of the larynges of the two species and the similar

lung pressure range and volume airflow range over which periodic sound was produced.

The data in this study revealed three important departures from isometry. The

smallest species produced sounds as intense as the largest species, P. streckeri had a

relatively small larynx, and P. streckeri produced sounds at about the same frequency

produced by H. versicolor, having a larynx about the same size of the larynx of A.

crepitans. A detailed understanding of the allometric relations of calling will allow
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phylogeneticaly-informed comparisons to test and produce hypotheses about selection on

call traits.

Modeling

Sounds obtained with laryngeal activation were weaker than natural calls

produced at the same frequency. Sound production by vocal folds is very sensitive to

precise alignment of their medial edges (Titze 1988), to the lubrication of their surface

(Fukuda et al. 1988), and to the positioning of the larynx. Live frogs should have superior

feedback and control over all of these factors, allowing them to maximize the acoustic

output of the vocal folds and achieve higher amplitudes. Alternatively, muscular tonus in

the life animal could cause the vocal folds to mostly vibrate at a different vibration mode.

This could shift the frequency-amplitude relation and explain the mismatch between

artificial and natural sounds. No indication of such change in vibration mode was found,

however, when various tensions were induced to the larynx mechanically by forceps

during laryngeal activation.

In addition, the mouth of the frog was held open during the artificial activation.

This might have compromised the amplitude of the output in at least two ways. Purgue

(1995, 1997) showed that resonance of the body tissues can produce pronounced

amplification of the sound. In Hyla gratiosa and Pseudacris regilla, the vocal sac

radiated most of the energy in the call. Secondly, when the system is open, sound can

radiate directly through the open mouth. This might reduce interactions between the vocal
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folds and radiating tissues that could result in enhanced sound amplitude. Realistic

modeling of calling will demand, therefore, the incorporation of the radiating structures. 

Another important step for realistic modeling of calling will be to use causal

parameters, and not correlational measurements as the current one. This will improve its

generality for use across taxa. Such models will require measurement of several

additional parameters such as the Young’s modulus, the shear modulus, the viscosity

constant of the vocal folds, and the sound transfer function of the body tissues (Hirano

and Kakita 1985). Several techniques and models could be adapted from the rich

literature on the human larynx (Ishizaka and Flanagan 1972, Stevens and Klatt 1974).
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Chapter 3

Calling into a vocal sac: the pneumatics of vocal sac and lung inflation in the

treefrogs Hyla cinerea, Hyla versicolor, Pseudacris streckeri

 and Acris crepitans (Hylidae).
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Calling into a vocal sac: the pneumatics of vocal sac and lung inflation in the

treefrogs Hyla cinerea, Hyla versicolor, Pseudacris streckeri and Acris crepitans

(Hylidae).

Abstract

Frogs exhale by contracting the muscles of the body wall and inhale by buccal

floor pumping or elastic deflation of the vocal sac. A pneumatic description of the

cavities involved in calling can reveal limitations in range and performance of the system.

I determined pressure-volume curves for vocal sacs and lungs in the laboratory, compared

these to videos of calling frogs, and performed a behavioral experiment to describe lung

inflation by buccal pumping. Species and individuals exhibited wide variation in inflated

vocal sac size, relative to body size, and smaller species had relatively larger sacs. The

vocal sac and lungs of all species show two phases during inflation. An initial flat phase

in which there is practically no increase in pressure with volume, and an exponential

pressure-increase phase. In all four species, the vocal sac deflated spontaneously in a time

positively correlated to the volume of air contained in it and at a rate comparable with

natural calling. The vocal sac of H. versicolor deflated faster than the sac of H. cinerea,

which has a similar size but slower call rate. An evolutionary tradeoff is predicted

involving call rate, energetic cost per call and vocal sac elasticity. Buccal pumping would

be too slow to support natural call rates if frogs were to call with the mouth open.

Selection for high call rate might help to maintain the behavior of calling into a vocal sac.
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Introduction

Most frogs, like many other vertebrates, produce acoustic signals by pushing air

from their lungs through the larynx to set their vocal folds into vibration (Gans 1973).

Unlike other groups, however, most frogs hold their nostrils and mouth shut during

phonation, and the air flows into a vocal sac. The amount of air that they can hold in their

vocal sac is immense relative to their body size (McAlister 1959, 1961). In addition, frogs

do not possess a rib cage and do not breathe by producing negative pressure with the

diaphragm (de Jongh and Gans 1969). To fill their lungs, frogs pump the air in by moving

the floor of the mouth while alternately opening nostrils and larynx. After each call, the

air in the vocal sacs is assumed to return to the lungs passively because of an increased air

pressure in the vocal sac that is due to the high concentration of elastic fibers in the vocal

sac skin (McAlister 1959, Jaramillo et al. 1997).

Several hypotheses have been suggested to explain the functional significance of

the vocal sacs of frogs. The early notion of the sac working as a cavity resonator to

amplify the sound has been rejected for the four species that have been examined

(Capranica and Moffat 1983, Rand and Dudley 1993), but tissue resonance has been

confirmed for some species (Purgue 1995, 1997, chapter 4). Recent studies have shown

that the vocal sac also has a role as a visual stimulus in male territorial behavior and

female mate choice (Narins et al. 2003, Rosenthal et al. in press). Several alternatives

have not yet been tested: 1 - an elastic vocal sac might be an energetically cheaper way of
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reinflating the lungs after each call than buccal pumping (Bucher et al. 1982, Dudley and

Rand 1991, Jaramillo et al. 1997, Purgue 1995); 2 - an elastic vocal sac might be a faster

way of reinflating the lungs than buccal pumping; 3 – by recirculating the air, the frog

might avoid dehydration. The sac might, therefore, have several functions and a detailed

analysis of each of them might be necessary to explain the origin, maintenance and

diversity of this structure.

Hypothesis 2 above is based on the fact that buccal pumping requires many cycles

with muscular contractions to inflate the lungs, whereas elastic vocal sac deflation can

consist of a single passive movement. A comparison between the two mechanisms is

possible, based on a defensive behavior common to many frogs, of over-inflating the

lungs when threatened (Hodl and Amezquita 2001). By over-inflating the lungs, a frog

can become larger and more difficult to swallow, and frogs tend to maintain the inflated

posture as long as they can when captured by a snake. This behavior should be strongly

selected to allow the frog to quickly go from the normal partial inflation to a state of over-

inflation that hardens the body walls. Squeezing a frog and measuring its reinflation rate

should provide an estimate of the maximum performance of buccal pumping, to compare

with passive reinflation by elasticity.

In this study, I examine airflow in the calling frog, based on direct determination

of pressure-volume curves for the vocal sacs and lungs of four species of treefrogs,

measurements of the spontaneous deflation times of passive vocal sacs, video analysis of

frogs calling in the wild and behavioral tests of lung reinflation time through buccal

pumping. With these data I ask if the natural reinflation volumes and times can be
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matched by the elastic properties of the passive structures, and if buccal pumping can be

fast enough to reinflate the lungs after each call and allow for the natural call rate.

Methods

Filming – Ten individuals of Hyla versicolor, Hyla cinerea, Pseudacris streckeri

and Acris crepitans were filmed at close range with infra-red light only, using a Sony

DCR-TVR230 camera and collected at the Stengl-Lost Pines Biological Station in

Bastrop-TX (H. versicolor), Brackenridge Field Laboratory in Austin-TX (H. cinerea),

Gill Ranch in Austin-TX (Pseudacris streckeri) or Horse Thief Hollow Ranch in Austin-

TX (A. crepitans) under permit number SPR-0600-105. 

Inflation of the vocal sac – This study followed the Animal Utilization Protocol

number 01021501 of the Animal Resource Center of the University of Texas. After

filming, the animals were collected and brought to the laboratory, where they were

euthanized with benzocaine gel at 5% and immediately subjected to the inflation

procedure. To inflate the vocal sac, a cannula was passed through one of the nostrils and

sealed with cyanoacrylate glue. The other nostril was glued closed, the tongue was

excised and the mouth was sealed with glue. The tip of a Millar Mikrotip catheter

pressure transducer was inserted through the cannula into the mouth of the frog, and the

back of the cannula was connected to a syringe that had its piston linked to a position

sensor. This formed a closed system, in which by moving the piston of the syringe, one

would inject air into the animal while recording pressure and position of the piston. The
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calibration and linearity of the pressure sensor were verified by immersion of its tip in a

graduated water column at 9 known depths, for which theoretical values of pressure could

be calculated. Preliminary experimentation showed that by reducing the pressure in the

syringe, the floor of the mouth of the frog would collapse against the roof of the mouth,

eliminating the air in the buccal cavity. Although the mouth and the vocal sac are

separated by the floor of the mouth, they are widely connected through the vocal slits and

were treated as a single cavity in this study. Preliminary experimentation showed that

although the vocal slits are large air passages, when the vocal sac is completely collapsed,

juxtaposition of the tissues might prevent air from passing into the vocal sac at low

pressures. This effect disappeared after a few inflations. To facilitate the initial inflation, I

glued a tiny piece of cannula to one of the vocal slits to prevent it from collapsing, before

sealing the mouth of the animal. Inflation and deflation proceeded at 0.35 ml/s for A.

crepitans, 2.5 ml/s for P. streckeri and 5 ml/s for H. versicolor and H. cinerea. These are

reduced inflation rates when compared to natural ones, but for a first approximation, the

simplicity of a semi-static condition seemed appropriate. The animal was filmed with a

video camera in ventral and lateral view, through a mirror at an angle of 45 degrees, to

allow for comparison with the videos of the animals filmed in the field.

Inflation of the lungs – Two different procedures were used to obtain pressure-

volume curves for the lungs: 1 – direct, and 2 – by subtraction. The direct procedure was

very similar to the one described above, but the mouth was left open and instead of

attaching the cannula to one nostril, it was glued and sealed to the opening between the

arytenoid cartilages in the larynx. This preparation produced direct measurements of the
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volume and pressure in the lungs, but the seal in the larynx would fail at relatively low

pressures. A second procedure was then devised, similar to the one described for the

vocal sac, but an additional tiny piece of cannula was glued between the arytenoid

cartilages to permit free ventilation between the lungs and the mouth. This produced

simultaneous inflation of vocal sac and lungs, and the volume data for the lungs were

obtained by subtraction of the average vocal sac inflation data for each individual.

Spontaneous deflation – The same setup was used as for vocal sac inflation,

except that instead of connecting the syringe directly to the cannula attached to the nares

of the animal, a Y-shaped tube was placed between them, with its third end allowing for

deflation of the sac when opened, or inflation with the syringe when closed.

Reinflation by buccal pumping – Frogs were grabbed and gently squeezed until

some air would escape from the lungs. The body was then suddenly released, the animal

held by the limbs, and the reinflation behavior was filmed in ventral and lateral view,

with a mirror at 45 degrees. The videos were used to estimate volume increase through

measurements of the trunk and counts of pumping events that were evident by the

movement of the gular region and body walls.

Video analysis – Volumes were estimated from video analysis through

measurement of three perpendicular axes of each cavity. An elliptic shape was assumed,

with its volume given by:

volume = 4/3  r1 r2 r3
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In this equation, r(n) is the radius of each of the three measured axes. The measurement

procedure was checked against direct determination of pressure-volume curves for the

vocal sac by inflation in the laboratory. Video estimates explained in excess of 95% of

the variance in the data for all the species (Fig 17).

Analysis of the pressure-volume curves – Because of the initial flat phase, a

simple logarithmic transformation failed to linearize the data. The exponential phase of

the curve was then linearized separately. The limit between the phases was found for each

curve by comparing the fit of linear regressions of volume on the logarithm of relative

pressure. From each curve, data points were eliminated successively, the regression was

recalculated and the F statistic was stored. The highest F value among regressions that

contained at least half of the data for the curve defined the critical point between the flat

and the exponential phases. The F statistic was preferred over the r2 because it weights the

fit by the number of data points. When two areas of the curve have similar fits, the F

statistic favors the more complete dataset. In practice, the indexes produced similar

results.
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Figure 17 – Relationship between cavity volume measurements performed directly by

inflation with sensors or indirectly through video analysis. Each measurement was taken

with both methods simultaneously. Each line shows the best fit for one of the species.

Results

The videos of calling frogs revealed wide variation among species and individuals

in the maximum volume achieved by the vocal sac at each call and the amount of

deflation between calls (Fig. 18). Although having similar body and inflated vocal sac
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sizes, H. versicolor and H. cinerea differed greatly in the amount of vocal sac deflation

between exhalations (each “pulse” in H. versicolor), indicating also a great difference in

the amount of air transported between the cavities at each exhalation-inhalation cycle.

Small species had relatively larger inflated vocal sacs during advertisement calling than

large species (ANOVA F = 97.6 P < 0.001 N = 3, 132; Fig. 19). 

Figure 18 – Volume of the inflated vocal sac estimated from videos of advertisement calls

in the wild. Left: boxplot of interspecific variation. Right: boxplot of the difference in

vocal sac inflation between the maximum at each call, and the minimum between calls.

Notice that H. cinerea deflates its sac considerably more between calls than the other

species including H. versicolor, that has similar body size.
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Figure 19 – Volume of the inflated vocal sac, corrected for body size (adjusted for 50 mm

SVL), estimated from videos of advertisement calls. Left: boxplot of interspecific

variation. Right: histogram of the pooled distribution of relative vocal sac size (adjusted

for 50 mm SVL). N refers to number of calls. Three calls were analyzed per individual in

all species.

Pressure-volume curves for the vocal sac and the lungs revealed pronounced

variation among individuals (Fig. 20). The increase of pressure with volume was divided

in two phases. In the flat phase, the cavity fills with air without any tissue distension, and

volume increases with practically no increase in pressure. In the exponential phase, the

cavity is filled and further increases in volume require tissue distension causing an

exponential increase in pressure with volume (Fig. 21, Table 3). The lungs had a larger
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total volume than the vocal sacs. 

Figure 20 – Inflation of vocal sac and lungs of treefrogs. Crosses: vocal sac. Circles:

combined inflation of vocal sac and lungs. The curve for lungs only (not shown) was

extracted mathematically by subtracting the curve of the vocal sac. Results of this

procedure were not different than direct inflation of the lungs only.
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Figure 21 – Average pressure-volume curves of the vocal sac and the lungs of treefrogs.

An initial flat phase is followed by exponential increase of pressure with volume. See the

equations in table 3.
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Table 3 – Average pressure-volume equations of the vocal sac and the lungs of treefrogs.

The logarithm of air pressure is predicted based on the volume of the cavity.

Cavity Species Volume in flat

phase (ml)

Exponential phase

Vocal sac A. crepitans 0.258 ln(Y) = -2.81 + 27.7 X
Vocal sac P. streckeri 0.746 ln(Y) = -2.97 + 4.37 X
Vocal sac H. versicolor 2.69 ln(Y) = - 2.82 + 1.21 X
Vocal sac H. cinerea 3.15 ln(Y) = -2.90 + 1.91 X
Body A. crepitans 0.36 ln(Y) = -3.19 + 16.7 X
Body P. streckeri 1.03 ln(Y) = -2.98 + 2.24 X
Body H. versicolor 4.29 ln(Y) = -2.97 + 1.02 X
Body H. cinerea 3.38 ln(Y) = -3.65 + 0.86 X

The volume of air transported at each call (Fig 18) was considerably less than the volume

needed to start exponential pressure increase in the lungs. 

The inflation model fit the data well (Fig. 22). In all species and cavities, the mean

fit was above 0.92. The fit of the model to the data had a weak positive correlation with

body size (Spearman r2 = 0.18 P = 0.001). The results of inflation were more variable in

small animals, most likely because of an increased effect of adhesion of tissues by surface

tension. The four species exhibited similar inflation profiles, disregarding size. Lung

pressure-volume measurements performed in isolation or in conjunction with the vocal

sac showed similar results and were merged for calculation of its inflation model.

Both vocal sac and lung cavities exhibited hysteresis in inflation (Fig 23). The

amount of hysteresis was variable and not explained by inflation rate alone. If pronounced
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hysteresis occurs in natural calling, pressure in the vocal sac will increase at lower

volumes and more energy will be necessary per call to inflate the vocal sac and produce

sound. If the lungs exhibit hysteresis, than vocal sac deflation might become slower and

possibly incomplete.

The spontaneous vocal sac deflation time for all species was compatible with the

rate of natural calling when adjusted for the reduced amount of deflation experienced

between calls in the natural condition (Fig. 24 and 18). Deflation time was positively

correlated to the inflated volume, causing larger species to deflate slower. Hyla

versicolor, despite its large size, showed very fast deflation, which is compatible with the

short interval between exhalations in its call (Fig. 25).

The behavior of inflating the lungs by buccal floor pumping under stress followed

a positive exponential trend of movement and inflation in relation to time. Initial

pumping occurred at high rate and produced a high increase in body cavity volume, with

gradual reduction in both as the body cavity filled (Fig 26). In the first 2 s of pumping, P.

streckeri barely achieved the amount of air that is normally transported at each call (Fig.

27 and 18). Hyla cinerea did not do so in 2 s and H. versicolor pumped about 2 ml in 2s

while the natural call uses about 1 ml. The natural deflation in H. versicolor, however, is

completed within 50 ms, which is the approximate interval between successive notes.
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Figure 22 – Fit and interspecific variation in the inflation model for the vocal sac and

lungs. R2 refers to the fit between the inflation model and the real data. Lungs by

subtraction refers to concomitant inflation of lungs and vocal sac, with further subtraction

of the vocal sac curve for the same individual.
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Figure 23 – Examples of hysteresis in inflation and deflation of cavities of Hyla

versicolor. A. Vocal sac. B. Lungs. Dots represent increasing volume, empty squares

represent decreasing volume.
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Figure 24 – Spontaneous deflation of the artificially inflated vocal sac. Notice the

correlation between deflation time and volume and the differences in scale among

species.
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Figure 25 – Spontaneous deflation time and dimensions of the vocal sac of four treefrogs.

Air is injected with a syringe through the larynx into the mouth and vocal sac. A valve at

the nares is then opened, allowing spontaneous deflation of the sac. The vocal sac of H.

versicolor deflates quickly in relation to the other species. Vocal sacs were intentionally

inflated to various volumes.
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Figure 26 – Behavioral over-inflation of the lungs by buccal pumping in treefrogs after

partial forced deflation by a gentle compression. Over-inflation is a stereotyped behavior

across species and it is well described by an exponential curve of cumulative pulmonary

volume per time.
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Figure 27 – Number of pumping cycles and cumulative increase of lung volume in the

first 2 s of lung over-inflation by buccal pumping.
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Discussion

Wide variation in the inflated size of the vocal sac was expected among species

and individuals. Volume scales to the third dimension of length when isometry is

assumed. If the largest frog is 1.1 times the length of the smallest one, his vocal sac

volume should be 1.3 times larger, whereas if he were 1.5 times the length of the

smallest, his volume should be 3.4 times larger. In addition, the vocal sac is a sexually

dimorphic trait which develops at sexual maturation under hormonal regulation

(McAlister 1959, Hayes and Menendez 1999). Experimental data (in preparation) show

that the vocal sac of hylids can suffer pronounced atrophy after some weeks in captivity

without calling, indicating that certain hormone levels might be necessary not only for the

development but for maintenance of the trait. Natural variation in hormonal levels might,

therefore, produce part of the observed variation among individuals in inflated vocal sac

size.

Pressure-volume curves

The vocal sac pressure-volume curves obtained in this study are similar to the

ones described by Hughes and Vergara (1978) for Rana pipiens and by Purgue (1995) for

Pseudacris triseriata and Rana catesbeiana. Purgue (1995) compared the curves for the

mouth cavity only to the curves for the mouth cavity plus vocal sac and showed how the

vocal sac allows calls to have longer duration, as more air can be transported across the

larynx before pressure builds up in the mouth. In this study, I did not consider the mouth
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cavity separately because preliminary experiments showed that, in the study species, the

floor of the mouth is soft enough to collapse against the roof, if a negative pressure is

created in the mouth. In addition, once open, the vocal slits connected the mouth cavity to

the vocal sac cavity with two passages large enough for constriction to become

unimportant at the pressures and airflows produced in this study.

Both vocal sac and lungs showed an exponential increase in their pressure-volume

curve, but the cavities are used in very distinct ways during calling. The vocal sac is

inflated spanning the flat and the exponential phases by airflow from the larynx, and it is

deflated by elasticity, in accordance to its pressure-volume curve. The lungs are deflated

during call production by contraction of the muscles of the body wall (Martin and Gans

1972, Schmidt 1972, Kusunoki et al. 1986). The muscles then relax, and the lungs are

believed to be inflated by elastic recoil of the vocal sac (Bucher et al. 1982, Dudley and

Rand 1991, Jaramillo et al. 1997). The pressure-volume curves of the lungs of all four

species in this study show that the volume that they can maintain in the flat phase of

inflation is more than the amount of air transported between the lungs and the vocal sac at

each call. The lungs should, therefore, produce practically no opposition to the airflow

from the vocal sac. Pulmonary reinflation should be analogous to connecting a filled

birthday balloon to an empty plastic bag, which can accommodate a large volume before

distending the plastic.

Vocal sac deflation

The data in this study show that elastic recoil is sufficient to explain the return of
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air from the vocal sac into the lungs after each call of the species examined.

Measurements of spontaneous deflation rate are compatible with natural deflation rates

and the lungs produce negligible resistance to inflation. But other facilitating mechanisms

could also be active. Accelerated deflation of the vocal sac could be produced by

contraction of the muscular layer that involves the vocal sac (Jaramillo et al. 1997).

Martin and Gans (1972) recorded muscular contractions in the vocal sac of one Bufo

valliceps during the inhalation phase of the release call. Frogs cannot use a diaphragm to

inspire by producing negative pressure in the lungs as other vertebrates do because they

do not posses a rib cage (de Jongh and Gans 1986). It is conceivable that a lower

magnitude negative lung pressure could be generated based on the muscular structure, but

it is not clear what the anatomical mechanism would be.

Although H. versicolor and H. cinerea have about the same body size and inflated

vocal sac volume, spontaneous deflation was faster in H. versicolor. The call of H.

versicolor contains a sequence of over ten pulses separated by silence with similar

amplitude except the first and last few. High-speed video analysis showed that each

central pulse actually involves exhalation and inhalation without a cumulative change in

vocal sac volume, as in a complete non-pulsed call of other hylids (Marsh 1999). The

comparison of inhalation-exalation rate between H. cinerea and H. versicolor is,

therefore, appropriately done between the call rate of H. cinerea and the pulse rate of H.

versicolor. One should notice that there is no direct functional relation between call rate

and vocal sac deflation rate. A call is initiated by contraction of the trunk muscles and

generation of positive lung pressure. A frog could have a low call rate and a high vocal
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sac deflation rate, resulting in a time lag between the deflation and the initiation of the

next call. A high call rate and a low deflation rate would also be possible, but each call

would be initiated before full deflation of the vocal sac, resulting in less air available for

phonation and reduced call duration or amplitude. The observed match between call rates

and vocal sac deflation rates indicates that the elasticity of the vocal sac tissues might

evolve in correlation with the temporal structure of the call. 

A vocal sac with quick recoil should inflate at higher pressures than a slow sac. It

would require extra energy expenditure by the constrictor muscles of the body wall to

produce the appropriate pressure differential across the larynx for phonation. An

evolutionary tradeoff can be predicted, between call rate and the energetic cost of calling,

mediated by the elasticity of the vocal sac. Selection for low energetic cost would drive

frogs to have slowly deflating vocal sacs and long inter-call intervals whereas selection

for high calling rates would drive frogs to evolve fast sacs and operate and higher

pressure and energetic cost per call.

Reinflation of the lungs between calls

Buccal floor pumping is the mechanism used by amphibians to fill the lungs with

air (de Jongh and Gans 1986). Inflating the lungs requires a series of pumping cycles. At

the beginning of each cycle, the arytenoid cartilages close, the nares open and the floor of

the mouth lowers by muscular contraction. Lowering of the floor of the mouth produces

negative air pressure in the mouth, causing airflow in through the nares. The nostrils are

then closed, the arytenoids are opened and the floor of the mouth is elevated. Increased
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pressure in the mouth now causes air to flow into the lungs. Frogs use variations of these

movements during normal breathing and to over-inflate the body cavity when threatened

by a predator. 

The slow performance of buccal pumping to reinflate the lungs in relation to

normal calling rates indicates that if male frogs were to advertise with the mouth open,

they would have to call at lower rates. Selection for high call rate, therefore, might be one

of the factors controlling the maintenance of the behavior of calling with the mouth

closed when producing advertisement calls. As opposed to advertisement calls, distress

calls are produced by many species with the mouth open (Hodl and Gollmann 1986,

Duelman and Trueb 1986). A functional comparison between advertisement and distress

calls might be worth for producing additional evidence to explain the behavior of calling

with the mouth closed. 

One could argue that the comparison between inhalation rate by buccal pumping

or vocal sac recoil is not appropriate because buccal pumping is not used during calling

and it might not be under selection for fast operation. But when a frog detects a predator,

its survival should be influenced by how quickly it over-inflates the body cavity. The

presence, shape and low variation among the four species in the lung over-inflation

behavior indicates that it is being maintained by strong selection for a quick response. 

Among other factors that can affect the evolution of calling with the mouth

closed, energetic cost is potentially very important, as calling is known to be an extremely

costly activity in many species (Bucher et al. 1982, Prestwich et al. 1989, Wells 2001).

Buccal pumping seems to be a more complex mechanism, involving more muscular
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contractions than recoil by the vocal sac and its efficiency should be more affected by any

non-collapsible space in the mouth cavity. A clearer comparison of the energetic costs of

calling with the mouth open versus closed will be possible when the energetic costs of

buccal pumping are known, the mechanism of reinflation by recoil of the vocal sac is

fully described, and the energetic cost of inflating the vocal sac can be subtracted from

the cost of calling.

Volume of the vocal sac

The size of the inflated vocal sac relative to the body was inversely correlated

with body size among species. Call intensity has been found to be relatively independent

of body size among species (Gerhardt 1975, chapter 2, but see Passmore 1981), whereas

smaller sources and radiators should produce weaker sound (Rossing 1990, Fletcher

1992). Small species might be expected, therefore, to exhibit adaptations to produce

intense sound. The simplest way of compensating for small size would be to evolve a

relatively larger calling apparatus, including vocal sac, lungs and the muscles of the body

wall. Sound amplitude would be increased by the larger area of the vibrating membranes,

the vocal folds. For larger vocal folds to be driven at the same displacement per vibration,

a larger amount of air would have to cross the larynx, demanding larger lungs and vocal

sac and stronger muscles.

With the exception of H. cinerea, all species in this study deflated less then one

third of the full vocal sac volume between calls. If small species have little air to use at

each call, why would they not transfer the full volume at each call for making more
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sound? The acoustic function of the vocal sac as a radiator might be compromised at low

inflation because of reduced surface for radiation or because tissue resonance might be

dependent on its tension. Sound produced below a certain degree of inflation would then

be very weak and not compensate the energetic cost of being produced. 

This study illustrates how the structure of the vocal sac can have a relevant effect

on the mechanics, energetics and acoustics of calling and possibly evolve in response to

selection at these three levels of frog calling. Further studies on functional relations

between call structure, vocal sac shape and size and inflation-deflation behavior might

help explain the extensive natural variation observed in this amazing structure (Liu 1935).
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Chapter 4

Calling with the mouth closed: acoustic radiation in three North American treefrogs

(Hyla versicolor, Hyla cinerea and Pseudacris streckeri, Hylidae).
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Calling with the mouth closed: acoustic radiation in three North American

treefrogs (Hyla versicolor, Hyla cinerea and Pseudacris streckeri, Hylidae).

Abstract

The acoustic radiation system of anurans might partially answer why they call

with the mouth closed. I manipulated airflow through the larynx of euthanized frogs to

activate sound production and directly compared the acoustic output with the mouth open

against the output with the mouth closed. The artificial calls produced were similar in

spectral structure to natural calls. With the mouth closed, the vocal sac would inflate and

the sounds were more intense than with the mouth open. In addition, the energy in the call

was more concentrated at the fundamental frequency, except for H. cinerea. Pseudacris

streckeri with the mouth closed experienced a high gain in call intensity when the

dominant frequency approached the natural one. The peak amplitude was mostly radiated

by the vocal sac. Pronounced filtering and selective amplification can occur in the tissues

of calling frogs. The evolution of the frequency structure of frog calls might be correlated

to the evolution of the filtering profile of the frog’s body tissues.
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Introduction

Most species of frogs can produce strikingly intense advertisement calls and,

unlike most vertebrates, they do so with their mouth and nares closed (Gerhardt 1975,

Passmore 1981, Gans and Pyles 1983). Air flows from the lungs through the larynx into

the mouth and vocal sac, and it is returned to the lungs after each call (Martin and Gans

1972, Dudley and Rand 1991). The vocal sac has been assumed to somehow enhance the

intensity of the calls (McAlister 1959).

Resonance can produce acoustic amplification and it is common in vocalizing

animals (Fletcher 1992). Tests for resonance of the air inside the vocal sac of frogs,

however, did not detect any cavity resonance. These tests included puncturing the vocal

sacs of toads (Martin 1972, Capranica and Moffat 1983), and recording frogs calling in an

atmosphere where nitrogen is replaced with helium (Capranica and Moffat 1983, Rand

and Dudley 1993).

Purgue (1995, 1997) examined another way in which the vocal sac and other parts

of the body could alter the sound produced by the vocal folds. Instead of resonance of the

air inside the sac, he investigated acoustic resonance of the tissues of the animal. He

injected sound tones at various frequencies into the carcass of euthanized frogs and using

a capacitance probe he measured the magnitude of the sound transfer function at several

points of the body. He found that the tissues transferred frequencies unequally, and most

areas were tuned to the dominant or other main frequencies present in the natural calls.

He also found variation among body parts in the frequencies that were transferred best.
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Purgue also recorded the sound that was injected in the frog with an external microphone,

and compared it to the sound recorded when the microphone and the sound source were

maintained in position, but the frog was removed from the setup. The vocal sacs of

Pseudacris triseriata, Hyla regilla and Hyla gratiosa were tuned to the dominant

frequencies of their advertisement calls. While in P. triseriata the vocal sac transferred

sound to the environment without loss or gain in amplitude at the dominant frequency,

the vocal sacs of Hyla regilla and Hyla gratiosa produced a gain of about 15 dB in

relation to the sound perceived without frog.

The reasons why frogs mostly call with their mouths closed are not fully known

and several hypotheses remain to be tested (Rand and Dudley 1993, Purgue 1995).

Determining how the calling apparatus would behave in both situations could indicate if

sound intensity and spectral composition play a role in maintaining this behavior. If the

mouth is open, there is no inflation of the vocal sac, sound can be radiated directly from

the mouth to the environment, there is no air pressure build up downstream from the

larynx, and the position or orientation of the larynx and hyoid might be slightly different

because of the opening of the mouth. Such changes can potentially affect both the source

and the radiating properties of the calling animal (Fletcher 1992).

A realistic comparison of the frog’s acoustic performance with the mouth open

and closed could be valuable in revealing the main differences in the integrated calling

apparatus. In this study, I tried to approximate such comparison using the laryngeal

activation by airflow technique (Martin 1971) to obtain artificial calls from euthanized

frogs. I measured sound amplitude and frequency structure with the mouth of the frog
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open or closed. In addition, I used a sound attenuator to investigate the relative

contribution of body parts to the radiated call. 

Materials and Methods

Seven calling male Hyla versicolor and four Pseudacris streckeri were collected

in the Lexington Wildlife Management Area in Lexington - OK and seven Hyla cinerea

at Brackenridge Field Laboratory in Austin-TX, in May 2002 under permit SPR-0600-

105.

Laryngeal activation (Fig. 28). – This study followed the Animal Utilization

Protocol number 01021501 of the Animal Resource Center of the University of Texas.

The animals were euthanized with benzocaine gel at 5% and immediately subjected to

experimentation. The tip of one lung was reached through a small abdominal incision.

The tip of a plastic cannula was protruded into the tip of the lung and the lung-plastic

contact was sealed with cyanoacrylate glue. The abdominal muscles and skin at the

incision were also glued to the cannula, sealing the body cavity. The air fed into the

larynx was saturated with humidity at 24 o C, to prevent desiccation of the vocal folds.

Pressure was controlled by the experimenter blowing into the end of the tubing; the air

would than pass through a filter and a condenser, where the temperature would be

reduced to 24o C and the excess humidity removed. The calibration and linearity of the

pressure sensor were verified by immersion of its tip in a graduated water column at 9

known depths, for which theoretical values of pressure could be calculated. The response
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of the airflow sensor was factory-calibrated and it was verified by comparison with a fan-

based airflow sensor in constant flow, and by measurement of the time necessary to

accumulate 100 ml of air in a backer inverted in water. The whole preparation was built

into a box with reduced echo. An electret microphone (RadioShack 33-3003) was placed

at 25 cm from the preparation, perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the animal. The

microphone-recorder setup was previously calibrated for amplitude (see below). After

each activation, the preparation was inspected for air leaks and anatomical damage.

Pulses of pressure were produced in the system with varying duration up to 100 ms and

varying pulmonary pressure up to 5 kPa. This produced a range of sound frequencies and

amplitudes. 

Experimental treatments. – At least 10 artificially generated calls were recorded

from each treatment and individual. The three basic treatments were open mouth, closed

mouth and cut vocal sac. In the first treatment, the euthanized animal was positioned on

its back without being fixed to the substrate and the mouth was held open by the contact

with an entomological pin fixed on the substrate. The pin would touch the lower jaw to

keep it lifted at 45 o, and its removal would not alter the sound unless the mouth would

close completely. Air would escape through the open mouth of the animal without

inflating the vocal sac. In the closed mouth treatment, the jaws and nares were sealed with

cyanoacrylate glue and a cannula was protruded through the nose into the mouth cavity.

Two feet of tygon tubing were attached to this cannula to remotely allow or prevent the

deflation of the vocal sac after each artificial call. The cut vocal sac treatment followed
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the closed mouth treatment. An incision was done on the vocal sac from side to side of

the lower jaw, allowing air to escape without inflating the vocal sac.

Figure 28 – Experimental setup for artificial laryngeal activation of frogs. Moist air is

passed through the lungs of the euthanized frog and activates the larynx to produce sound.

Pulmonary air pressure, airflow and sound are recorded. 
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Three additional treatments consisted of placing an acoustic attenuator covering

the whole animal, or only the head and vocal sac, or only the rest of the body. They

allowed me to access the relative contribution of the two regions to the radiation of sound

in these animals. 

Attenuator – The attenuator consisted of a styrofoam box with 135 x 115 x 110

mm in external dimensions and 22 mm in thickness. One of the sides had an arch carved

in it, to allow the box to cover part of the animal’s body without touching it. A sheet of

cardboard with a smaller arch was externally attached to this side of the box at each trial,

to better fit the size of each individual frog. The magnitude of the attenuator’s transfer

function was determined in the exact setup and position in which the experiments were

conducted, but instead of a frog, the attenuator was placed over a speaker (Fig. 29). A

sequence of tones ranging from 100 Hz to 21 kHz was recorded before and after the

speaker was covered with the attenuator. The spectral profile of the speaker (Aura AS3-

75-4FR) and the microphone (RadioShack 33-3003) were obtained with reference to a

GenRad 1982 sound pressure level meter. The unevenness in the spectral response of the

microphone (Fig. 30) was compensated mathematically, interpolating the frequency of

each harmonic of each sound in the microphone’s spectral profile and correcting the

amplitude value by the appropriate factor (see Data Analysis). The analyses were also

conducted without such compensation, and no qualitative difference was observed in the

results. Each recording event was amplitude-calibrated (RMS) with a pure tone from a

custom-made source, which was checked daily against a GenRad 1982 sound pressure

level meter. 
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Figure 29 – Spectral profile of the attenuator, showing the amplitude level of the sound

that passes through it, in relation to the sound perceived by the microphone when the

attenuator is removed (0 dB). 

Figure 30 – Spectral profile of the microphone. Its unevenness was removed

mathematically from the recorded sounds.
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Data Analysis – Each artificial call was measured with SoundRuler 0.937b

(soundruler.sourceforge.net), for fundamental frequency, RMS amplitude of the sound

above 90% of its peak amplitude, and relative amplitude of the first 20 harmonics.

Assuming that practically all the call’s energy was explained by the amplitude of the first

20 harmonics, I mathematically subtracted the effect of the attenuator from each call.

More specifically, by placing the attenuator over the head and vocal sac only, the output

contained the sum of the attenuated sound radiated by the head and vocal sac, and the full

sound radiated by the rest of the body. Subtracting this sound from the average full sound

without attenuator revealed the sound that originated in the vocal sac and was retained by

the attenuator. Finally, multiplying this retained sound by the inverse of the attenuator’s

spectral profile reconstructed the original signal produced by the head and vocal sac only.

The same procedure was repeated for the body. It was also repeated with the whole

animal covered to verify how well it recovered the full non-attenuated sound. Sound

multiplication by the attenuator’s spectral profile was performed one harmonic at a time,

interpolating its frequency in the spectral profile to find the appropriate correction factor

and multiplying it by the harmonic’s amplitude. To subtract a sound from the average

non-attenuated sound, an average fundamental-frequency based profile was built. It

consisted of a three dimensional matrix containing intervals of 50 Hz fundamental

frequency in one dimension, the first 20 harmonics in another dimension, and the

averages of RMS amplitude per harmonic of the non-attenuated calls in the third

dimension. For each sound to be subtracted, the fundamental frequency was interpolated

in the average profile resulting in amplitude values for each harmonic for subtraction.
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Results

Hyla versicolor

Artificially generated calls are presented in figure (Fig. 31). Each graph shows the

mean harmonic structure of many calls grouped by fundamental frequency at intervals of

50 Hz. The wide variation in fundamental frequency was produced by varying the air

pressure applied to the lungs to make sound (Martin 1971, chapter 2). Most energy was

below harmonic 10 (Fig. 31, 32). Fundamental frequency was positively correlated with

amplitude with the mouth open (Pearson r2 = 0.58, P < 0.001, N = 105) and with the

mouth closed (Pearson r2 = 0.63, P < 0.001, N = 152). This is caused by a positive linear

relation that is found between pressure differential across the larynx and sound amplitude,

frequency and airflow (Martin 1971, chapter 2). 

When the mouth was closed, most of the energy was concentrated in the second

harmonic, as in the natural call. With the mouth open, energy was spread up to harmonic

7. This indicates that when the system is closed, the higher harmonics are filtered (Martin

1971, chapter 2). Calls produced with the mouth closed had higher amplitude than calls

produced with the mouth open (ANOVA F = 8.4, P < 0.001, N = 105, 80, 153 Bonferroni

P < 0.001; Fig. 33). The amplitude of the dominant frequency was also higher with the

mouth closed (ANOVA F = 42.8, P < 0.001, N = 105, 80, 153, Bonferroni P < 0.001),

and the difference was even more pronounced. The smaller amplitude obtained with the

mouth open could be due to some displacement of the calling apparatus, related to the

opening of the mandible. This hypothesis was tested and rejected by cutting the vocal sac
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in preparations with the mouth closed. Those cut preparations produced sounds with

reduced energy in the dominant harmonic (ANOVA F = 42.8, P < 0.001, N = 105, 80,

153 Bonferroni P < 0.001; Fig. 33). They also exhibited energy more widely spread in

higher harmonics, as in preparations with the mouth open (Fig. 32). The higher amplitude

of preparations with the mouth closed in comparison to preparations with the mouth open

represents a real gain in amplitude. This gain could be due to resonance of the tissues of

the vocal sac (Purgue 1995), to the increase in radiating surface provided by the inflated

vocal sac, or to an effect of the pressure increase in the closed system on the vibration or

radiation structures.

When the head and vocal sac were attenuated, a larger loss in call amplitude

occurred than when the body was attenuated (ANOVA F =127.4 , P < 0.001, N = 153, 94,

94, 66, Bonferroni P < 0.001; Fig. 33). As expected, the sounds reconstructed after

attenuation showed that the head and vocal sac radiated more energy than the body

(ANOVA F = 70.2, P < 0.001, N = 153, 94, 94, 66, Bonferroni P < 0.001; Fig. 31, 33).

The difference is not very conspicuous in figure 31 because the range of fundamental

frequencies of the calls used to measure the output of the head and vocal sac was lower

than the range used for the body. 
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Figure 31 – Mean harmonic structure of artificial calls in Hyla versicolor grouped by

fundamental frequency at intervals of 50 Hz. For head plus vocal sac and body, the

reconstructed radiated sound is presented. 
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Figure 32 – Oscillogram and spectrogram of natural and artificial calls of Hyla versicolor.

The amplitude scale varies among calls. “Covered” refers to the attenuator box over the

head and vocal sac, the rest of the body or the whole animal.
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Figure 33 – Boxplots of sound pressure for artificial calls of Hyla versicolor. 
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“Open” refers to calls obtained with the mouth open, “closed” to the mouth closed and

the vocal sac inflating and “cut” to the mouth closed and the sac cut. “Sac”, “body” and

“all” refer to the part covered by the attenuator or reconstructed. Notice that with the body

covered, mostly the sac is heard, whereas the reconstructed body signal contains the body

signal exclusively.
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Pseudacris streckeri

This species showed a high amplitude peak around the dominant frequency of its

natural call (Fig. 33). The Y axis of the figure was compressed to accommodate the peak.

The amplitude peak was only present when the mouth was closed making the amplitude

of the call higher than with the mouth open (t-test t = 3.3, P < 0.013, N = 46, 54),

especially when only the dominant frequency was compared (t-test t = 9.8, P < 0.001, N =

46, 54). With the mouth open, there was energy up to harmonic 15 (Fig. 33, 35). With the

mouth closed, it was mostly restricted to the second harmonic, but at much higher

amplitudes than the peaks observed in the open mouth (Fig. 33). The peak at the

dominant frequency of the natural call was radiated at higher amplitude by the head and

vocal sac than by the body (ANOVA F = 11.3, P < 0.001, N = 54, 37, 49, 28, Bonferroni

P = 0.018; Fig. 36).

The dominant frequency of the natural advertisement calls of ten individuals from

the population where these animals were collected was the second harmonic at 2.2 kHz.

This shows that the laboratory data match the natural condition and that the pronounced

amplitude peak is biologically relevant. The peak is not due to an outlier as the calls that

produced the peak were originated in three individuals which also rendered calls at other

fundamental frequencies that resulted in low amplitude. It is also unlikely to be an artifact

as none of the equipment had pronounced biases at 2.3 kHz, and the acoustic chamber did

not exhibit resonance at that frequency.
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Figure 34 – Mean harmonic structure of artificial calls in Pseudacris streckeri grouped by

fundamental frequency at intervals of 50 Hz. For head plus vocal sac and body, the

reconstructed radiated sound is presented. Notice that the Y scale varies in this figure, to

accommodate the high peaks. Also notice how energy is concentrated in the dominant

frequency with the mouth closed and dispersed with the mouth open.
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Figure 35 – Oscillogram and spectrogram of natural and artificial calls of Pseudacris

streckeri. The amplitude scale varies among calls. “Covered” refers to the attenuator box

over the head and vocal sac, the rest of the body or the whole animal.
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Figure 36 – Boxplots of sound pressure for artificial calls of Pseudacris streckeri. “Open”

refers to calls obtained with the mouth open and “closed” to the mouth closed and the

vocal sac inflating. “Sac”, “body” and “all” refer to the part covered by the attenuator or

reconstructed. Notice that with the body covered, mostly the sac is heard, whereas the

reconstructed body signal contains the body signal exclusively.
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Hyla cinerea

The green treefrogs produced a harmonic structure that matched every third

frequency band of the natural calls (Fig 37, 38). The intermediate frequencies could not

be recreated with artificial activation, indicating that some muscular contraction might be

necessary to achieve the full natural acoustic structure. Natural calls of H. cinerea in the

population studied have the call energy concentrated on two frequency peaks: about 850

Hz and about 2500 Hz. In the artificial calls, the dominant frequency was the third

harmonic in trials with the mouth closed (Fig. 38). This frequency corresponds to the high

band of dominant frequencies of the natural call. When the mouth was open, the

dominant frequency was harmonic 2. When the vocal sac was cut in a preparation with

the mouth closed, the dominant frequency would switch from harmonic 3 to harmonic 2.

This indicates that the vocal sac, or the integrity of the closed systems is necessary for

tuning the call energy to the higher frequency peak of the advertisement call. The high

frequency peak is important for selective phonotaxis by gravid females, when presented

in conjunction with the low frequency peak (Gerhardt 1974, Gerhardt and Huber 2002).

This indicates that sexual selection might act in shaping the acoustic filtering profile of

the body tissues.

 The amplitude of the calls of H. cinerea was not altered significantly by opening

the mouth. The same is true for when only the dominant frequency was examined The

head and vocal sac radiated more energy than the body (ANOVA F = 26.5, P < 0.001, N

= 113, 49, 64, 23, Bonferroni P = 0.018; Fig. 39). 

Hyla cinerea produced an amplitude peak at 2.5 kHz, that appears as the fourth
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harmonic at low fundamental frequencies, as the third harmonic at intermediate

fundamental frequencies and as the second harmonic at the highest fundamental

frequencies (Fig. 37). The amplitude of the peak, however, is relatively much lower than

that of P. streckeri.

General

In all three species, the treatment with the mouth closed reduced the dispersion of

energy in harmonics, making the sound more tuned. The difference in output between the

two conditions was not due to filtering only. The acoustic output, especially at the

dominant frequency of the natural call, with the mouth closed was equal or more intense

than the output with the mouth open. If opening the mouth would only reduce filtering by

the tissues, one should expect amplitude to increase. The experiments revealed the

opposite.

The three species varied widely in the comparison of sound amplitude between

mouth open and mouth closed. Pseudacris streckeri had approximately a two-fold gain in

total sound and about a 10-fold gain at the natural dominant frequency. Hyla cinerea

experienced no net amplitude gain in preparations with the mouth closed. 

Artificial calls contained an inverted U-shaped frequency modulation pattern

which is not seen in natural calls and derives from the correlation between pressure

differential across the larynx and the vibration frequency of the vocal folds, as was made

clear by producing gradually slower modulations with the mouth open. Sounds produced

with the mouth closed were not more intense than sounds produced with the mouth open,
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except for H. cinerea that showed no difference (Fig 34, 35 and 36). 

Figure 37 – Mean harmonic structure of artificial calls in Hyla cinerea grouped by

fundamental frequency at intervals of 50 Hz. For head plus vocal sac and body, the

reconstructed radiated sound is presented. Notice in “Body” the peak at 2.5 kHz, which

appears as H2 at fundamental 1225 Hz, as H3 at fundamental 825 Hz and as H4 at

fundamental 625 Hz.
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Figure 38 – Oscillogram and spectrogram of natural and artificial calls of Hyla

cinerea. The amplitude scale varies among calls. “Covered” refers to the attenuator box

over the head and vocal sac, the rest of the body or the whole animal.
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Figure 39 – Boxplots of sound pressure for artificial calls of Hyla cinerea. 

“Open” refers to “calls” obtained with the mouth open, “closed” to the mouth closed and

the vocal sac inflating and “cut” to the mouth closed and the sac cut. “Sac”, “body” and

“all” refer to the part covered by the attenuator or reconstructed. Notice that with the body

covered, mostly the sac is heard, whereas the reconstructed body signal contains the body

signal exclusively.
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Discussion

Amplitude and tuning

This study shows evidence that a passive anuran calling apparatus can produce

more intense and better tuned sounds with the mouth closed than with the mouth open. A

gain in sound intensity might be important for male frogs, as it will increase the active

space of a male, and calling is a highly energy demanding activity for frogs (Prestwich et

al. 1989, Wells 2001). In addition, gravid females often prefer more intense over less

intense calls in phonotaxis experiments, therefore a male might obtain more mates by

producing more intense calls (Gerhardt 1981, Gerhardt and Huber 2002, but see Bishop

et al. 1995). If the results of this study apply to frogs in general, one might expect the

sound radiating system of frogs to have a role in the origin or maintenance of the behavior

of calling with the mouth closed. One could also predict correlated evolution between the

spectral structure of the mating signal and the morphology of the vocal sac responsible for

its tuning (Purgue 1995). 

Other physiological, mechanical and behavioral factors, however, can also affect

the evolution of the vocal sac. By calling with the mouth closed, a frog might be able to

save energy by using its muscular pumps more efficiently (Bucher et al. 1982, Dudley

and Rand 1993, Purgue 1995, Jaramillo et al. 1997), reinflate faster to call at a higher rate

(chapter 3), use the vocal sac inflation to add a visual component to the advertisement

signal (Narins et al. 2003, Rosenthal et al. in press), and avoid desiccation by

recirculating the same air after each call. Understanding the evolution of calling with the
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mouth closed will, therefore, require the description and integration of many aspects of

the mechanism, behavior and history of calling.

Tissue resonance

The intensity peaks at 2.4 kHz in P. streckeri could be caused by resonance of the

vocal sac tissues. This would corroborate the findings by Purgue (1995), when he

connected an artificial sound source to euthanized frogs. The vocal sac of Pseudacris

regilla and Hyla gratiosa showed increased resonance at the dominant frequency of their

calls. The lack of a high intensity peak at the dominant frequency of the natural call in H.

versicolor and H. cinerea might be due to real differences in the calling apparatuses, or to

methodological limitations. Purgue (1995) also found variation in vocal sac resonance

among hylids. The vocal sac of P. triseriata produced no gain at the frequency that it

transferred best, while P. regilla and P. gratiosa produced about 15 dB gain in relation to

the artificial source in free field. 

Variation in the radiating system might not only follow the extensive variation in

vocal sac size, shape and anatomical location found in frogs (Liu 1935, McAlister 1961

Feng et al. 2002), but other structures can become specialized and contribute to radiating

the calls. Male bullfrogs (Rana catesbeiana) have sexually dimorphic, large tympanic

membranes that radiate most of the energy in the call (Purgue 1997). It is important to

note that all the musculature is passive in these experiments. Tension in the buccal

musculature or the body wall might be required for proper resonance of the tissues. In H.

cinerea the frequency structure of the call indicates that some active control might be
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necessary to achieve the natural sound, as artificial activation did not reproduce the

complete frequency structure of the calls. Resonance of the vocal sac could also be

negatively influenced by the incomplete sound.

Head and vocal sac vs. body as radiators

In this study, the head and vocal sacs radiated much more sound than the lungs.

This might have resulted from the muscles of the body wall being relaxed, while in the

natural condition they would be contracting to increase the air pressure in the lungs. Or it

could be an inevitable consequence of the anatomy of the body wall being much thicker

and more muscular than the vocal sac; and it could have been influenced by the

attachment of the cannula to abdomen providing the air source. 

Alternatively, as pointed out by A. Purgue (personal communication), the

difference in radiated sound intensity between head plus vocal sac and lungs could have

evolved to reduce acoustic cancellation. The larynx is placed at the separation between

the body cavity and the mouth. The vocal folds stand perpendicularly to the airflow across

the larynx, and vibrate with displacements that occur approximately along the

longitudinal axis of the animal. At each oscillation cycle of the vocal folds, they should

send a wave of pressure into the mouth and a symmetric wave of pressure into the lungs,

180 degrees out of phase in relation to the mouth. The vocal sac and the body wall would

radiate sounds that would cancel each other. Selection for high amplitude might,

therefore, have favored the unbalanced output and different spectral profiles for the vocal

sac and body wall radiators.
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The vocal sac probably radiates most of the energy that was measured for the head

plus vocal sac. The inflated vocal sac has a large area, a thin structure when compared to

the rest of the head. The quality of the radiated sound showed pronounced change when

the vocal sac was cut or the mouth was open. Purgue (1995) found that the vocal sacs

actually where responsible for a large amount of the radiated sound. The ears of frogs can

also be important sound radiators in the head, but in the study treefrogs the ears are

relatively small in comparison to those of male bullfrogs (Purgue 1997).

Mouth open versus closed

In all three species, artificial calls produced with the mouth closed had less energy

in the higher harmonics and more energy in the dominant harmonic than the calls

produced with the mouth open. Although frogs produce advertisement calls with the

mouth closed, several species produce distress calls with the mouth open (Duelman and

Trueb 1986, Hodl and Gollmann 1986). Such distress calls have the energy widely

distributed across harmonics and are supposed to startle the predator or attract a

secondary predator that might disturb the attack (Hodl and Gollmann 1986). Frogs might

produce distress calls with the mouth open to be able to use all the air in the lungs to

produce an intense or long call, without being limited by the volume of the vocal sac.

Alternatively, frogs might benefit from having the mouth open by avoiding the tuning

effect of the mouth closed. If the intended receiver of the call might be various species of

predators, a call with its energy distributed over a wide range of harmonics will have a

better chance of stimulating the ears of any of them.
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The converse of the argument above might help to explain why advertisement

calls are produced with the mouth closed. The dominant frequencies of the advertisement

calls of some species have been shown to match the tuning of the auditory organs of

conspecifics (Ryan et al. 1992, Wilczynski et al. 2001, Gerhardt and Huber 2002). In

addition, behavioral responses of conspecifics can be obtained with artificial sounds

containing one or a few of the natural frequencies (Rand et al. 1992, Gerhardt and Huber

2002). Well tuned calls could, therefore, maximize the efficiency of advertisement calling

and reduce interspecific interference (Duelman and Pyles 1983, Chek et al. 2003).

The behavior of calling with the mouth closed results in calls with higher intensity

and energy concentrated in a narrower frequency range. In a previous study (chapter 2), I

described how the amplitude of the sound produced by the vocal folds and the

fundamental frequency of the sound are determined by, and positively correlated to, the

pressure differential across the larynx. By varying the contraction strength of the body

wall, frogs could potentially vary the pressure differential across the larynx and produce a

wide range of frequencies, which would be correlated to sound intensity (Martin 1971). 

In this study, with the mouth closed, the recorded sound is the product of the

output of the vocal folds and the filtering characteristics of the tissues that radiate the

sound to the environment. The existence of pronounced resonance at a frequency

profoundly alters the determinant relation between call amplitude and frequency, and

predictions of call evolution in response to selection for dominant frequency and

intensity. It adds a degree of freedom to the evolution of male advertisement calls when

selection favors low frequency. Without resonance, low frequency calls would also have
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low amplitude, and would have to be compensated by the evolution of larger calling

apparatuses. In the context of pronounced resonance, however, the resonance frequency

might evolve to lower values and the difference in the amplitude at the source might be

irrelevant in the final output. Pronounced resonance at a narrow peak can impose a

limitation on the range of frequencies that the frog can radiate at high amplitude. One

could predict that calls with frequency modulation will be matched by radiating structures

with a broader tuning, to maximize the amplitude of the output over the whole call. The

extent of observed diversity in frog calls and radiating morphologies indicates that many

different arrangements might be used by anurans for broadcasting their calls (Liu 1935,

McAlister 1961, Purgue 1997). Exploration of the variation in the spectral profiles of

anuran call radiating systems across taxa will reveal functional and evolutionary patterns

with important implications to male calling behavior and signal evolution.
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Conclusions

Acoustic tradeoffs at the vocal folds

The pressure differential across the passive larynx of the species in this study is

correlated to sound amplitude, frequency and airflow with a positive linear relation.

Natural advertisement calls are produced near the higher extreme of amplitude

and frequency obtained from passive larynges in the laboratory. The species of frogs in

this study seem to maximize the intensity of their advertisement calls at the potential cost

of producing high frequency calls.

Natural advertisement calls should involve elements of active control of the

source or amplification at the radiating structures as they were more intense than the

sounds obtained from passive larynges in the laboratory. 

Calling into a vocal sac: pneumatics

Air pressure in the vocal sac and the lungs increases with volume in two phases:

at low volumes, the cavity is filling and pressure increase is negligible; at higher volumes,

the cavity is full and distension of the tissues initiates, elevating pressure exponentially in

response to volume.

The amount of air transported between lungs and vocal sac at each call can be

contained by the lungs without reaching the phase of exponential pressure increase.
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Therefore, the lungs can produce negligible resistance to airflow from the vocal sac at the

end of each call.

The vocal sac can passively deflate at a rate that is compatible with deflation time

observed in the natural condition.

An evolutionary tradeoff is predicted between call rate and energetic cost per call,

mediated by the elasticity of the vocal sac. A vocal sac that deflates quickly can refill the

lungs at high call rates, but it should require a larger amount of work at each inflation

than a slow vocal sac. The structure of the vocal sac is, therefore, expected to be

correlated with the typical call rate of frog species.

Species vary in vocal sac passive deflation rate in a way that matches natural call

rates. The structure of the vocal sac and calling rate might evolve to match each other.

Inflation of the lungs by buccal pumping is probably too slow to support the rate

of natural advertisement calls. The species in this study would have to call at lower rates

if they would call with the mouth open.

Calling with the mouth closed: acoustic radiation

The acoustic radiation system of two of the treefrog species in this study allows

them to produce more intense calls with a better tuned frequency structure with the mouth

closed than they would with the mouth open. This might be part of the reason why most

anurans call with the mouth closed.
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The head and vocal sac radiate most of the energy in the call of all three species in

this study. Measurements of increased acoustic radiation at the frequency that

corresponds to the dominant frequency of natural calls indicates a correlated evolution

between the filtering properties of the vocal sac and the dominant frequency of the calls.

General

Several testable predictions about calling behavior and advertisement call

evolution were produced by quantifying some well known behaviors and processes.

Several other predictions derived from examining the variation observed within the four

species studied. This indicates that studies improving both the mechanistic detail and the

taxonomic sampling of the current knowledge on sound production in frogs should be

worthwhile.

This study should illustrate that while selection for call traits can produce

evolution of the calling apparatus, functional relations in call production can bias the

evolution of a trait. An integrative approach is important for its potential of revealing

connections between the evolution of the signal and the evolution of the calling

apparatus, improving the understanding of evolution at both levels.
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